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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Methodology for in-depth fieldwork for the EU research study,
Creative Little Scientists, sets out the full range of methodological
planning and framing, for the fieldwork section of the study. This
commences in January 2013, lasting four months. The fieldwork will be
undertaken in each of the nine participating European countries (Belgium,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Malta, Portugal, Romania and the UK)
representing a wide spectrum of educational, economic, social and
cultural contexts. The methodology draws on findings from Work Package
2 (Conceptual Framework, D2.2, Mar 2012) and Work Package 3 (desk
studies of policy and practice: List of Mapping and Comparison Factors,
D3.1, July 2012 and Report on Mapping and Comparing Recorded
Practices, D3.2, Sept 2012; and advanced draft of Report of First Survey
of School Practice, D3.3, Nov 2012) and sets the programme for Work
Package 4 (In-depth fieldwork).
Four research questions for the project were set out in the Conceptual
Framework, having been agreed at the Second Project Meeting held in
Paris in March 2012:
RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics
in early years in partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what
role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of
early years science and mathematics, what role if any does
creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest,
motivation in science and mathematics, and how do teachers
perceive their role in doing so?
RQ4 How can findings emerging from analysis of Q 1-3 inform
development of practice in the classroom and teacher education
(initial teacher education and continuing professional development)?
As articulated in the Conceptual Framework, the first question is focused
on mapping conceptualisations in relation to classroom practices in
preschools and early primary education, while the second and the third
on probing practice in such settings in science and mathematics
education using the lens of creativity. These first three questions are the
focus of WP4. The final question draws on both the mapping and probing
questions and seeks to apply what has been learned so as to develop
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practice (in relation to CPD and ITE) and is the main focus of WP5. It
should be noted that the questions probe both children’s creativity and
also the creative pedagogy of teachers/early years practitioners.
There are sub-questions, based on D3.1 List of Factors used in WP3,
running across all the research questions. These probe the areas of
Aims/purpose/priorities; Contextual factors; Teaching and
learning. Within the teaching and learning sub-questions a series of
synergies were identified in WP2 between Inquiry Based Science
Education (IBSE) and Creative Approaches. These included:


Play and exploration



Motivation and affect



Dialogue and collaboration



Questioning and curiosity



Problem-solving and agency



Reflection and reasoning



Teacher scaffolding and involvement



Assessment for learning



Tensions in developing contexts for enquiry and exploration

Focus will be placed on (but not limited to) issues of central importance
in current science and mathematics education discourse, including
generating children’s interest in science and mathematics,
avoiding emergence of misconceptions and stereotypical images,
and considering gender, socio-economic and cultural issues.
The fieldwork draws on the work of Siraj-Blatchford et al. (2002) to
explore pedagogy both in terms of pedagogic framing and pedagogic
interventions. It will study curriculum using van den Akker’s (2007)
framework that makes a distinction between the curriculum as intended,
as implemented and as attained, focusing on the implemented and
attained curriculum in WP4.
The research for WP4 takes place in the interpretive paradigm and
follows a phenomenological approach, with a self-actualising perspective
of both children and teachers. It is a comparative study that seeks to
document practice considered within the different national contexts,
resulting in a series of unique case stories. The overall effort in WP4 is
not to ‘scale’ but rather to ‘characterise’ and exemplify practices.
In WP4 we seek sites where we have indications (nature of such
indications varies according to country) that we will find ‘good practice’
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as defined in D2.2 and according to the list of factors informed by D3.2
and D3.3. The consortium seeks thus to document, analyse and
disseminate excellence at the cutting edge of creativity in early science
and mathematics. For the fieldwork each partner will work in a minimum
of four sites, researching classes of children aged 3 to 8 years old in
both pre-school and school, with a minimum of six cases (each case
comprises one practitioner and the children they work with). The
research design is sensitive to the fact that responses to the research
questions may vary with age, hence the proposal to span the age range
in classroom samples, rather than focusing on a single age group. The
fieldwork itself will take place primarily in January and February 2013, in
which time each partner will be expected to make at least four visits to
each identified site. Each case will contain episodes (see glossary; our
main unit of analysis), documenting examples of science and
mathematics through the lens of creativity. Each partner will produce a
minimum of 18 episodes drawn from fieldwork. Across the 11 partners
the final output will be a minimum of 66 cases and around 200 episodes.
The sites and cases form a purposive sample, focusing on:


Recognised excellence in practice (which may be officially
recognised, e.g. through inspection reports and awards or may be
identified through local knowledge of the researchers)



Settings focused on education rather than care



The span of early years providers who work within the curriculum
policy frameworks analysed in WP3, including independent (but not
academically selective) provision where appropriate



A range of site sizes and locations (e.g. small / large; village / city)



The whole of the 3 to 8 year old age range



Appropriate diversity (e.g. of culture, circumstance, language)

Partners are required to complete a spreadsheet outlining the proposed
sites, identify the specific features of the site that led to its selection and
provide evidence for these, where available. The spreadsheet allows each
partner and the consortium as a whole to ensure that there is balance
across the factors identified above and that the selected sites are likely to
fit the remit of the project.
A requirement for working across various countries or regions in
comparative studies is that the same methods of data collection and
analysis are required. However, it is also important to be aware of
cultural differences in the various countries and the impact that these
have on the data collection and analysis. It was decided that all partners
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should use a set of core instruments. These may be supplemented by
optional repertoire instruments that relate to the partner’s preferred
approaches and / or are appropriate to the national context. The core
instruments are:


Observation with fieldnotes and a timeline



Sequential digital images taken during the observation



Audio recordings (with relevant sections transcribed)



A map of the space



Individual interviews with teachers



Group interviews with children



Learning walks



Artefacts (such as children’s work)

The repertoire instruments are:


Teacher journals



Fibonacci style tools to support diagnostic observation



Involvement scale



Reggio style documentation



Conceptual drawing



Video

Using the core and repertoire instruments all partners are expected to
collect the same core data in four areas, which have been mapped across
the research questions, to enable comparison.
1. WIDER SITE CONTEXT: encompassing existing Deliverables
D3.2, D3.3, and D3.4.
2. CASE PEDAGOGICAL CONTEXT: the setting’s teaching and
learning policies and planning documents as appropriate,
assessment records if they exist, overview of resources and a map
of the space.
3. CASE OBSERVATION OF PEDAGOGICAL INTERACTION AND
OUTCOMES (episodes of learning involving children and teachers)
4. CASE ORAL EVIDENCE (INTERVIEWS)- PERSPECTIVES ON
PEDAGOGICAL INTERACTION AND OUTCOMES (children and
teachers)
The data will be analysed initially using a set of deductive codes derived
from the pedagogical intervention framework as developed by Siraj-
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Blatchford et al. (2002) and the factors identified in the Conceptual
Framework. The deductive coding will be followed by inductive analysis,
in order to highlight any issues not already identified in the deductive
analysis. Each case will be reported in its own right using an agreed set
of guidelines, which will enable direct comparisons to be made for the
final report of WP4.
Issues around the ‘trustworthiness’ of the project are addressed through
an agreed set of methodological tools, a common data set and a
consistent approach to the analysis and reporting of data collected. All
partners took part in a training workshop (November 2012 in London) to
develop shared understanding of and expertise with each of these
aspects. To address issues of confirmability early examples of coded
narrative episodes will be shared amongst partners so any initial
problems or concerns may be addressed. As a further means of ensuring
confirmability, emergent episodes will be sampled amongst the specialists
in creativity who will then advise further on the coding of creativity
episodes.
Any research which involves working with young children raises ethical
issues and concerns regarding the very nature of data to be collected and
the subsequent usage of that data. This is further exacerbated by the
project’s international dimension, since the varying expectations of
different partner institutions and settings requires that attention is paid
to utilising tools which not only allow for consistent data collection, but
are also within the ethical boundaries of each partner country. Each
partner was required to identify and meet the ethical approval policies for
their institution, school system, region and country as appropriate.
A particular issue identified is informed consent. Consideration should
be given to professional conduct, and the need to work closely with
stakeholders in ensuring that information regarding the project is
carefully communicated at all stages. This includes ensuring that all
stakeholders are aware of when visits will take place, expectations for
each visit and what materials may be taken from the setting in terms of
data collected. As with all research projects the right to withdrawal
should be clearly communicated.
In addition, it should also be recognised that any data collected will be
sensitive in nature and as such protocols have been developed for the
storage and usage of data, for example electronic data should be stored
on encrypted storage systems, and a coding system has been developed
in order to ensure anonymity of settings and individuals.
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The methodological approach and tools identified in this document take
account of the above factors and reflect the process undertaken by
partners at the various stages to ensure that tools are fit for purpose,
both in terms of the research questions to be answered and the cultural
context of each partner country. Tools have been explored through
practical application and amended accordingly, and analytical approaches
have been practised and refined in preparation for individual fieldwork to
take place.
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A.

INTRODUCTION

A1

The purpose of the Methodology for in-depth fieldwork

The Methodology for in-depth fieldwork for the EU research study,
Creative Little Scientists, sets out the full range of methodological
planning and framing for the fieldwork section of the study. This
commences in January 2013 lasting four months. The fieldwork will be
undertaken in each of the nine participating European countries (Belgium,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Malta, Portugal, Romania and the UK)
representing a wide spectrum of educational, economic, social and
cultural contexts.
Fourteen months into the project, summarising issues discussed and
decisions made at the third Project Meeting in London in November 2012,
and at the Training Workshop held in London immediately after this
meeting, it articulates all key dimensions of the empirical work, drawing
on findings from Work Package 2 (Conceptual Framework, D2.2, March
2012) and Work Package 3 (in particular List of Mapping and Comparison
Factors, D3.1 and also Mapping and Comparing Recorded Practices, D3.2)
and sets the programme for Work Package 4 (in-depth fieldwork) from
which Work Package 5 (materials for teacher education) and Work
Package 6 (dissemination) can draw. Drawing on Work Packages 2 and 3,
this document proposes a detailed methodological approach in relation to
the already-identified research questions. The agenda for the Meeting
and Workshop, together with documents used as reference material
during these meetings and workshops, were described in more detail at
the end of November 2012 in a report of D4.2, Internal Training
Workshop.

A2

Focus of WP4

There are four research questions being used in Creative Little Scientists.
These were confirmed and refined during discussion at the Consortium’s
2nd Project meeting in Paris in March 2012. They have been used for WP3
(desk study of policy and practice) and will be used for WP4 (in-depth
fieldwork). As articulated in the Conceptual Framework, the first question
is focused on mapping conceptualisations in relation to classroom
practices in preschools and early primary education and the second and
the third on probing practice in such settings in science and mathematics
education using the lens of creativity. The final question draws on both
the mapping and probing questions, seeking to apply what has been
learned so as to develop practice in relation to continuing professional
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development (CPD) and initial teacher education (ITE) or initial teacher
training (ITT).
The research questions apply to the age span 3-8, and are likely of
course to draw out differences within this early years phase which
includes both pre-school and school provision. It should be noted that the
questions probe both children’s creativity and the creative pedagogy of
teachers/early years practitioners.
1 (Mapping conceptualisations): How are the teaching, learning and
assessment of science and mathematics in Early Years in the
partner countries conceptualised by teachers and what role if any
does creativity play in these? This would include how teachers
conceptualise objectives and outcomes as well as how policy
frames these.
2 (Probing practice): What approaches are used in the teaching,
learning and assessment of science and mathematics in Early
Years in the partner countries and what role if any does creativity
play in these? This would include the exploration of opportunities
and challenges for development of skills and attitudes associated
with creativity.
3 (Probing practice): In what ways do these approaches seek to
foster young children’s learning and motivation in science and
mathematics, and how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?
4 (Drawing on mapping and probing questions): How can findings
emerging from analysis in relation to questions 1-3 inform the
development of practice in the classroom and in teacher education
(ITE and CPD)?
Sub-questions running across all research questions probe:


Aims/purpose/priorities (including teachers’ explicit and implicit
perspectives and identities as scientists and mathematicians in
relation to e.g. aims and purposes of creativity in science and
mathematics education, and how science and mathematics are
taught and learned in relation to other domains of knowledge, how
these shift from pre-school to primary across the consortium, how
these relate to IBSE and PBL, views of creativity in relation to
perceived purpose).



Contextual factors (including ethos, teacher characteristics and
teacher general education and knowledge, skills and confidence,
curriculum, institutional factors, home-school links and the wider
cultural background, location, grouping, time)
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Teaching and learning (including learning activities, pedagogy,
assessment and resourcing, including for example multimodal
expression and experience, documenting activity types, resources
used, dynamics between adults and children, exploration,
questioning and argument, also how teachers assess creativity in
early science and mathematics education).

The focus in WP4 is on working with sites where we have indications
(through a range of means varying according to country) that we will find
good practice reflecting D2.2, D3.2 and D3.3. This enables the project
to document, analyse and disseminate practice at the cutting edge of
creativity in early science and mathematics. The research design is
sensitive to how responses may vary with age and hence the proposal to
span the age range in classroom samples. Clearly built into the study is
the comparative dimension of how they may vary with cultural context.
As stated in WP4 Objectives in the Description of work, WP4 (January to
April 2013) provides deeper analysis of implications of mapped and
compared approaches revealing details of current practice in early years
science and mathematics education and insights into whether/how:


children’s creativity is fostered, and



the emergence of appropriate learning outcomes is achieved.

As far as the latter is concerned, focus will be placed on (but not limited
to) issues of central importance in current science and mathematics
education discourse, including generating children’s interest in
science and mathematics, avoiding emergence of misconceptions
and stereotypical images, and considering gender, socio-economic
and cultural issues. This will be accomplished through in-depth field
work involving the use of questionnaires, interviews, focus groups, and
observations with teachers and children in a sub-sample of a minimum of
four schools1 per project partner. The schools in the field research will be
carefully selected by partners acting as ‘national nodes’ for the research
in each country so as to reflect a wide range of organisational and
educational contexts in each of the nine sample countries. Schools will be
distributed to cover all pupil age groups from age 3 up to 8 years and the
different provisions of pre-school and early primary education available in
each country.

1

See more detailed explanation on p. 23 of SITES, SETTINGS and CASES generating a minimum of 6
cases per partner; questionnaires have been completed by most sites as part of WP3. Where this is
not the case partners will need to ensure each case practitioner completes one.
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Exploring pedagogy and curriculum: The fieldwork explores pedagogy
(shown in diagram below as ‘pedagogic interventions’) in the context of
the wider pedagogical framing and school context as shown in Figure 1
drawn from the work of Siraj-Blatchford et al. (2002).

Figure 1: Pedagogic interventions in context
In relation to curriculum, van den Akker (2007) offers a framework for
studying the curriculum at different levels, that makes a distinction
between the curriculum as intended, as implemented and as attained,
focusing on the implemented and attained curriculum which has been
mapped on to the work packages and research questions as shown in
Table 1.
In Creative Little Scientists, whilst we are undertaking empirical work in
many countries we are NOT engaged in a systematic comparative study
in the sense of comparing ‘like with like’, rather we are seeking to
exemplify practice in each national context. Given diversity of provision
exemplification is likely to yield unique case stories.
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Table 1: Typology of curriculum representations (van den Akker, 2007, p.38) related to CLS work
packages and research questions
Ideal
Intended

Vision
(rationale
or
basic CLS Work Package
philosophy
underlying
a
curriculum)

Formal/Written Intentions as specified in curriculum D 3.2 study of policy
documents and/or materials
RQ1 conceptualisations in policy
Perceived

Curriculum as interpreted by its D 3.3 survey of teachers’ practices and
users (especially teachers)
teacher’s perspectives in interviews in WP4
RQ 1 teachers’ conceptualisations

Implemented
Operational

Actual process of teaching and D 3.3 survey of teachers’ practices and WP4
learning (also curriculum in action)
RQ2 approaches reported/used in teaching
and learning

Experimental

Learning experiences as perceived WP4
by learners
RQ3 – children’s perceptions of learning and
of teaching

Learned

Resulting
learners

Attained

learning

outcomes

of WP4
RQ3 – children’s
motivation

learning,

interests

and
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B.

KEY FIELDWORK PRINCIPLES

In terms of the overall research approach, WP2 proposed that Creative
Little Scientists should adopt the interpretive paradigm. The emphasis on
understanding what children can do and how teachers enable this,
suggests a phenomenological approach highlighting, as already indicated,
a self-actualising perspective (casting children as active, constructive,
thoughtful meaning-makers rather than in a deficit mode). As argued in
WP2, whilst research studies in the areas of science, mathematics and
creativity each adopt a wide range of methodological approaches, and the
emphasis in comparative studies is largely on quantitative comparisons, it
is suggested that there are opportunities in Creative Little Scientists to
develop
more
qualitatively-focused
approaches
to
research,
encompassing both the processes and outcomes of learning. Involving
teachers in action research was considered, however the truncated time
frame for this Work Package made this impractical.
This section of the study closely documents practices using approaches
which build on other early years studies of science, mathematics and
creativity. The Conceptual Framework (D2.2, March 2012) identified
methodological issues, namely the need:


to identify and
exploration;

explore

the

synergies



to develop research approaches sensitive to capabilities of young
children;



to recognise the value of the particular (and thus to move beyond
broad generalisation);



in sampling, to attend to children’s backgrounds and ensure range
of contextual factors recognised to influence learning;



to gain a sense of teaching approaches and opportunities for
learning over time (recognising impact of time limitations);



to establish qualitative ways to capture teachers’ views and
dynamic of teacher decision-making;



to develop research approaches
comparative research studies;



to develop approaches that recognise synergy between education
and care practice;



to explore interconnections
development;

that

between

between

learn

cognitive

from

and

play

and

previous

affective
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to be sensitive to potential differences between teachers’ stated
beliefs and practice;



to develop approaches that document, analyse and develop
curriculum design;



to recognise effectiveness of a partnership2 approach to ITE and
CPD in developing professional identity;



to write up ‘worked examples’ to convey rich complex realities and
potential for creativity in varied contexts; and



to capture team work and the nature of relationships in early years
settings.

Finally, clearly we must recognise the team’s own potential biases as
researchers and our potential in developing new approaches. Sensitivity
to what young children can do and understand will be important. New
approaches to observation and assessment, such as multi-modal
assessment (Glauert, 2009), mean emphasis has shifted from the child
being required to show the researcher what he or she is capable of by
way of some sort of validation, onto the researcher. A greater emphasis
therefore on close observation and recording, and sensitive recognition of
what and how children may be learning brings the effort to understand
better children’s perspectives.

B1

Research questions

As indicated in the Introduction, it was proposed in the Conceptual
Framework, and discussed at the Second Project Meeting held in Paris six
months into the project, that these are the research questions for the
project:
RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics
in early years in partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what
role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of
early years science and mathematics, what role if any does
creativity play in these?
2

Including role models and models of collegial partnerships – within and between
schools/HEIs/others (e.g. French ‘La main a la pate’) which research has shown are vital
in sustaining/ developing practice.
CLS has the potential to model professional
development through case study examples and the development of observational
processes on specific issues associated with mathematics and science and to model
dialogue about focused observations between beginning teacher peers/ practising
teachers, school mentors and HEI colleague so as to mutually develop ideas and
practices, though this study unlikely to be able to undertake such approaches with any
depth due to time constraints.
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RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest,
motivation in science and mathematics, and how do teachers
perceive their role in doing so?
RQ4: How can findings emerging from analysis of Q1-3 inform
development of practice in the classroom and teacher education
(initial teacher education and continuing professional development)?
As shown in Table 2 which follows, across RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3, a range of
dimensions, sub-questions and factors will need to be addressed from
WP3, List of Factors (D3.1). Table 2 provides a vital anchoring of WP4 in
the previous work packages, enabling the mining of key questions and
issues identified by these. In particular, based on findings of D2.2,
Conceptual Framework, D3.2 Report on Mapping and Comparing
Recorded Practices and D3.3 Report on First Survey of School Practice,
factors highlighted in yellow in Table 2 below are important
issues identified in the previous deliverables as needing further
investigation. As recognised in the Conceptual Framework the
interpretive paradigm offers a means to closely document lived
experience and should frame both the survey and classroom element,
foregrounding a socio-cultural framing considering three aspects:
personal (focus on children and what they are doing), interpersonal
(focus on interactions with peers and adults) and contextual
(institutional factors, teacher beliefs, resources, physical arrangements).
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Table 2: Dimensions, Sub Questions and Factors
Dimensions

Learning Activities
Interaction

Sub questions

How are children
learning?

Factors important to nurturing creativity in science and mathematics in the early years
Focus on cognitive dimension inc. nature of science

Questioning

Designing or planning investigations

Gathering evidence (observing)

Gathering evidence (using equipment)

Making connections
Focus on social dimension; collaboration between children valued

Explaining evidence

Communicating explanations



Pedagogy
Interaction

How is teacher
facilitating learning?

Assessment
Framing and
interaction

How are teachers
assessing how far
children’s learning has
progressed, and how
does this information
inform planning and
develop practice?








role of play and exploration; role of play valued
role of motivation and affect; Efforts made to enhance children’s attitudes in science and
mathematics
role of dialogue and collaboration; collaboration between children valued
role of problem solving and agency; use of IBE/PBL, Children’s agency encouraged
fostering questioning and curiosity; Children’s questions encouraged
diverse forms of expression valued
fostering reflection and reasoning; children’s metacognition encouraged
teacher scaffolding, involvement, Sensitivity to when to guide/stand back

Assessment function/purpose

formative, summative, recipient of assessment results
Assessment way/process

strategy

forms of evidence; excellent assessment of process +product, Diverse forms of assessment
valued

locus of assessment judgment; involvement of children in peer/self assessment
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Dimensions

Sub questions

Factors important to nurturing creativity in science and mathematics in the early years


Materials and
Resources
Framing and
interaction

Aims and Objectives
Framing and
interaction

With what are children
learning?






Toward which goals are
they learning?






rich physical environment; Use of physical resources thoughtful; Valuing potential of
physical materials; Environment fosters creativity in science/mathematics
sufficient space; outdoor resources; recognition of out of school learning
informal learning resources; ICT and digital technologies; confident use of digital
technology
variety of resources; sufficient human resources
policy documents; NO reliance on commercial schemes



knowledge/understanding of science content
understanding about scientific inquiry; science process skills; IBSE specifically planned
capabilities to carry out scientific inquiry or problem-based activities; use of IBE/PBL
social factors of science learning; collaboration between children valued; affective factors of
science learning; efforts to enhance children’s attitudes
creative dispositions; creativity specifically planned

Location
Framing and
interaction

Where are children
learning?





outdoors/indoors Recognition of out of school learning
formal/informal learning settings/
small group settings

Grouping
Framing and
Interaction

With whom are children
learning?






multigrade teaching
ability grouping
small group settings
number of children in class
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Dimensions

Sub questions

Teacher Personal
Characteristics
Framing
Teacher General
Education/Training
Framing




Who is the teacher?







School factors
Framing

Content
Framing

Gender
Age

Qualifications: level; focus / content; professional

Teacher Science and
mathematics
Knowledge, Skills and
Confidence
Framing

Time Framing

Factors important to nurturing creativity in science and mathematics in the early years

pedagogical competence
scientific competence
Teachers’ preconceptions of science and mathematics in terms of creativity; confidence in
teaching science and mathematics
ICT skills
Views on own ITE/CPD (what/how)

Rich CPD approach (whole school)
Whole school planning + teacher agency
When are children
learning?

What are children
learning?



sufficient time for learning science and mathematics



Science and mathematics as separate areas of knowledge or in broader grouping; extent to
which they are distinct from other aspects of learning
level of detail of curriculum content
links with other subject areas / cross-curriculum approach; evidence of science and
mathematics integration
subject-specific requirements vs. broad core curriculum
content across key areas of knowledge
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B2

Research issues

A number of methodological issues were identified in WP2, and those that
are not dealt with elsewhere in this document are commented on here:
Language and meaning
Developing a common set of linguistic understandings across the project
has proved challenging; even the term ‘early years education’ is not a
simple issue and certainly creativity is very slippery. A first step towards
the linguistic negotiation was offered in the glossary to the Conceptual
Framework; further articulations continued to be developed through team
communications face to face and through online conferencing and this
document contains further definitions of terminology in a further, short
glossary.
Synergies between science, mathematics and creativity
Whilst research encompassing science, mathematics and creativity in the
Early Years is scarce, it was noted in the Conceptual Framework that
possible rich analytic contexts suggested for Creative Little Scientists may
well be through the identified synergies of IBSE and Creative Approaches.
These were identified as:


Play and exploration



Motivation and affect



Dialogue and collaboration



Questioning and curiosity



Problem-solving and agency



Reflection and reasoning



Teacher scaffolding and involvement



Assessment for learning



Tensions in developing contexts for enquiry and exploration

These form part of the List of Factors (shown in Table 2 above) in
enabling creativity in early science and mathematics that emerged from
Work Package 3 and are taken as informing the choice of cases in the indepth fieldwork which seeks to produce a map of lived experience in
providing Early Years science and mathematics education and articulate
what creativity in early science and mathematics might look like.

B3

CLS sampling principles and vocabulary

The Conceptual Framework recommended WP4 focus on sites where good
practice was likely to be found, enabling the Creative Little Scientists
partners to document, analyse and ultimately disseminate excellence at
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the cutting edge of creativity in early science and mathematics. Each
country seeks depth not breadth yet is constrained by a four month
period for data collection and analysis (Jan-April 2013) with final country
reports3 due to be submitted for quality assurance by the end April 2013.
For the project, we have distinguished between the terms, SITES, as the
actual school/pre-school building itself, SETTING, as the type of
education offered, such as pre-school or school and finally CASES,
identified as one practitioner and the children in their class. Thus for
example, it may be possible within one SITE to have two SETTINGS (e.g.
pre-school and early primary) and two or more CASES (teachers and
their pupils).
Each partner will visit a minimum of FOUR SITES (i.e.
schools/preschools), 5 where possible. From the sites, partners will
gather data from a minimum of SIX CASES (i.e. one practitioner and
the children they work with) reflecting BOTH SETTINGS (pre-school and
primary education). In order to ensure the data collection process is as
efficient as possible, selecting sites where there is more than one case
will be vital; it will also be advisable to include sites with pre-school and
early primary settings.
Across the consortium with six cases from each of the 11 partners we
should end up with a minimum of 66 cases. In order to reflect the science
and mathematics focus of the project partners should aim to identify
THREE EPISODES of activity per case (ensuring at least one each of
science and mathematics) resulting in a total of 18 episodes being
reported. The episodes will be developed initially from the observations
but will usually be supported by information from documentation, such as
planning and assessment records, and other research methods, such as
individual interviews with teachers and focus group interviews with
children. The episodes will provide illustrations of actual practice - chosen
because they exemplify one or more of the aspects identified in Table 2.
The definition of episode is quite flexible in terms of who is involved in
the episode and the time period in which it took place. An episode may
relate to a short incident with a single child but equally it may relate to a
whole class over a series of lessons. Particularly if the episode takes place
over a long period, part of the description within the episode may come
from evidence gathered from interviews or document scrutiny rather than
from direct observation by the researcher.

3

The Country Reports are separate deliverables (D4.3) - in this case delivered to EA who is the
leading partner for the fieldwork. IoE is lead partner for the analysis (D4.4)
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We seek to identify a purposive sample, which involves a range of
contexts, learning opportunities and teacher populations and age ranges
of children. These are to be recorded in the spreadsheet to be found in
Appendix 1. Partners are to identify cases using the project selection
criteria shown below alongside willingness to take part; these should be
visited where possible as part of selection. NOTE: some partners may
see it as useful to identify ‘reserve’ sites in case any are lost due to
unforeseen circumstances.












Includes appropriate diversity (e.g. in respect of culture,
circumstance, language) across each national sample. The forms of
diversity which are relevant may differ by country.
Covers appropriate age span 3-8 (though the setting may only
cover a part of that span; it is hoped that each partner however
will sample across the age range whilst one or more of their cases
may be at the extremes).
Recognised excellence in practice: Excellence in early years
mathematics, science, and creativity. This may be identified
through inspection reports and/or recommendation by local or
national experts. Clearly though, reports can miss out on the
nuances of school life/practice and some partner countries, e.g.
Greece and Finland, have no external ‘benchmarking’ of schools
therefore local knowledge may be more/as important.
Settings primarily focused on education not care: dependent
on curricular provision in other early years settings.
Sample represents span of mainstream early years provision
in that country, i.e. range of mainstream (i.e. not special) preschools, as well as small/village/large/city mainstream schools as
well as independent / government-funded. NOTE independent
schools should NOT be selective. Staff should be trained and
qualified in relation to national expectations and work with
curriculum policy frameworks analysed in WP3, which may rule out
some independent schools. Balancing ‘exceptional practice’, cases
and range, choices must be made.
Geographical accessibility for researchers, though this may be
less ‘strict’.
Allow us to mine one or more of the important research foci
(identified in previous deliverables and shown in Table 2).

Prior researcher knowledge (which will be further assisted by all
fieldwork teachers completing the questionnaire) will also provide
important insights when selecting potentially fruitful sites, particularly
when aiming to identify exemplary practice.
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Partner countries vary widely in the data that exist about early years
settings, and that partners will therefore use to select sites and cases.
Each partner must indicate how decisions were made and what evidence
was drawn upon in identifying the sample, in D4.3 Country Reports,
based on the criteria set in this Deliverable, D4.1. The Country Reports
should include a discussion of how the selected sites/cases addressed the
pre-identified factors through their answers to the survey.

B4

Research focus

The fieldwork seeks to generate a large number of rich and complex
cases where our focus is BOTH on the broad picture of interaction
between adult and children in relation to creativity in science and
mathematics and also on the detail of narrative episodes of learning
for children, which may involve a closer focus on one or more children.
Each Case should yield at least THREE SHORT NARRATIVE
EPISODES (as discussed above and defined in Glossary) involving
mathematics and/or science for analysis, chosen from the wider data set.
The Creative Little Scientists ‘Description of Work’ notes that fieldwork
will detail practice in early years science and mathematics education
enabling insights into whether and how children’s creativity is developed
and emergence of appropriate learning outcomes in science and
mathematics are achieved. This suggests focus on both pedagogical
approaches and also children’s responses.

B5

Ethics

All partners need to complete ethical clearance as appropriate in their
country and institution, as well as ensuring informed consent and data
protection as appropriate in all sites that form part of the research. Since
several partners required all information sheets, consent forms,
instruments to be developed before application for ethical approval,
drafts versions were made available in late October. The WP leaders
(OU/BG) collected evidence of ethical approval at the level of the
project and will collect evidence at the level of the site; a summary
of this is given in Appendix 2. BG will be responsible for collecting the
remaining ethical approval forms and supplying all permissions to the EU
prior to partners entering sites for fieldwork.

B6

Timing

The data collection and analysis period runs from January to April, 2013.
To allow time for analysis the Consortium is planning that the data
collection will occur over January and February, and data analysis during
March and April. This will allow for around four visits to each case, ideally
NOT all undertaken in one block of time, so as to allow for greater depth
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and range of data and potentially to see some change over time. Visits
should be targeted toward science, mathematics and creativity but at the
same time enabling some understanding of context. It is important that
usual practice is observed rather than a ‘special show’ for the research.
Where there is more than one case in a site, it may be possible to
combine visits so that in one visit data is collected from two or even
three cases.

B7

Sequence

Data collected in each site will need to attend to context and framing,
pedagogical interactions, and reflections on these (see Table 2). The
methods used are therefore likely to broadly follow this order and some
are designed to be used together (e.g. timeline and fieldnotes) but
beyond this, there should be fluidity and flexibility as appropriate in each
site in terms of the sequence of instruments used. A suggested sequence
however is given in Table 4 on page 35.

B8

Addressing trustworthiness

Since this study is framed in an interpretive context, it is important to
consider the extent to which the conclusions can be considered as reliable
and consistent. Terms such as ‘validity’ and ‘rigour’, so central to
quantitative research, are less useful due to the nature of knowledge
being sought and considered. Instead, Lincoln and Guba (1985) have
suggested that considering the study’s credibility, transferability,
dependability and confirmability is one way of interpreting and
subsequently addressing ‘validity’ and ‘rigour’ in qualitative research.
They describe this in terms of the study’s “trustworthiness” and each of
these four features can be addressed through a range of strategies.
Credibility
The consortium seeks to ensure credibility through both the approach to
the research and through the dissemination and application of findings.
Educational qualitative research can be criticised for its lack of relevance
to the field of education, however the Creative Little Scientists project
has a clear intention to inform and guide future ITE/ITT and CPD
provision, giving the project relevance in the field.
Another criticism of this type of research can be the lack of rigour leading
to poorly informed work. The previous work packages (WP2 and WP3)
ensured that the methodology was built on firm foundations in terms of
background information related to context and subject matter. As such
the methods identified for this project are both appropriate to the
collection and analysis of data, and transferable to the range of cultures
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and contexts identified within the project. In addition, partners were
trained in the application of methods, and these were trialled and refined
in terms of ensuring they were fit for purpose prior to undertaking the
fieldwork.
Transferability
A key aim of the project is to inform aspects of ITE/ITT and CPD, to
encourage and facilitate future confidence in creative teaching of science
and mathematics, as such it is of utmost importance transferability is
acknowledged and addressed. The comparative nature of the study will
go some way to achieving this. The consortium comprises of nine partner
countries across Europe, which will allow for cultural diversity in terms of
data collected. In addition, partners are required to select sites and
settings which form a good cross section of their society including sites
from contrasting areas with a good spread across the age range.
It should be acknowledged that data will be collected over a relatively
short space of time, and the required 4 sites per partner would certainly
not present sufficient data to form generalisations. However, we must not
overlook the fact that the findings from this part of the project will be
used in tandem with findings from WP5 which involves the collection of
data from the same countries, but from a more varied set of participants,
thereby increasing the opportunities for transferability across countries
and contexts.
Dependability
Lincoln and Guba (1985) use the term dependability in qualitative
research in the same way that reliability might be used in quantitative
research, i.e. to ensure research is replicable, accurate and that results
measure what they set out to measure. Lincoln and Guba (1985) develop
this notion further through application of an inquiry audit, which seeks to
examine both process and product in order to achieve an appropriate
level of consistency. Creative Little Scientists seeks to do both through
development of the methodology across the partner countries as
described above, but also in the collection and analysis of date. Whilst
fieldwork will be undertaken in isolation i.e. through researchers visiting
sites and settings individually it is recommended where possible for some
visits to be undertaken in pairs formed within the partner teams thereby
validating and confirming observations made. By identifying specific
research instruments the consortium can be assured of parity in terms of
the types of core data collected and so to allow comparisons to be made.
Finally, partners across the consortium will act as critical friends, through
regular Skype meetings during data collection and analysis of the four
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groups (used for the London training) to ensure a degree of consistency
in terms of the interpretation of findings and their documentation.
Confirmability
Confirmability refers to the level of trustworthiness of the research
project in general, an issue which can come to the fore in qualitative
research where researcher bias may impact on the interpretation of the
results. Methodology for the Creative Little Scientists project has been
developed intensively over a period of time involving a range of partners,
and including advice from Professor Derek Bell4 in the early stages.
Much thought has gone into how data can be collected and interpreted
from such a cross section of culture and society to ensure that any
conclusions drawn are done so without bias, and with the parity required
for a project such as this. It is significant that individual episodes will be
recorded as separate case studies, independent in their own right,
involving the analysis of data relating to that episode. These episodes will
be gathered together within each country’s report and some broad
interpretations made. In the final report of this work package a synthesis
of these interpretations will be made and conclusions drawn.

4

Professor Derek Bell is the project’s external assessor and has offered external scrutiny throughout
the study, participating in some planning meetings, commenting on deliverables as well as attending
the third project meeting (London, November 2012).
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C.

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

Instruments chosen for this Work Package attend to children’s
voices as well as those of adults. For observation and oral evidence
we specify core instruments as a starting point however expect each
partner will use a repertoire of instruments, reflecting preferred
approaches and existing expertise (see Table 3). It is expected that
ALL partners collect the same core data to enable comparison.
Data is to be collected across four areas spanning site and case (see
methods guidance circulated before the London meeting and workshop,
for all instruments, further developed following the workshop):
1. WIDER SITE CONTEXT: encompassing
Deliverables D3.2, D3.3, and D3.4.

data

from

existing

2. CASE PEDAGOGICAL CONTEXT: the setting’s teaching and learning
policies and planning documents as appropriate, assessment records
if they exist, overview of resources and a map of the space.
3. CASE OBSERVATION OF PEDAGOGICAL INTERACTION AND
OUTCOMES (episodes of learning involving children and teachers):
Core Instruments: Sequential digital images capturing detailed
interactions, with fieldnotes supplemented by audio recording (later
transcribed) and an overall timeline, enabling narrative construction
Possible additional repertoire instruments: teacher journals,
Fibonacci style tools to support diagnostic observation, Involvement
Scale, Reggio style documentation, conceptual drawing, video.
4. CASE ORAL EVIDENCE (INTERVIEWS)- PERSPECTIVES ON
PEDAGOGICAL INTERACTION AND OUTCOMES (children +
teachers):
Core Instruments: individual interviews (teachers), group
interviews (children) using digital images from observations, ‘learning
walk’ led by child, looking at children’s work
Possible additional repertoire instruments: supplements to
interviews such as conceptual drawings or teacher journals. Some
oral interviews might be spoken to audio recorder
The overall effort in WP4 is not to evaluate or assess teachers in a
comparative way or to rank teachers based on a devised scale, but rather
to identify, observe and subsequently characterise exemplary practices.
Repertoire instruments may be diverse extending beyond those named
here. See Appendix 3: Instruments Manual, which was updated and
amended following feedback from the London meeting.
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Table 3: Instruments Mapped against Research Questions
RQ1: How are teaching,
learning and assessment of
science and mathematics in
early years in partner countries
conceptualised by teachers
and what role if any does
creativity play in these?

RQ2: What approaches are
used in teaching, learning and
assessment of science and
mathematics in early years in
partner countries and what
role does creativity play in
these?

RQ3: In what ways do these
approaches seek to foster young
children’s learning, interest and
motivation in science and
mathematics, how do teachers
perceive their role in doing so?

RQ4: How can findings
emerging from analysis
of Q 1-3 inform
development of practice
in the classroom and
teacher education (IT+
CPD)?

WIDER SITE CONTEXT
Mapping and Comparing
Recorded Practices [D3.2]



Children


Teachers


Children


Teachers


First Survey School Prac
[D3.3]













Comparative Report
[D3.4]















CASE PEDAGOGICAL
FRAMING
Planning documents
Assessment records5

Site level

Site level


Case level

Case level







Overview of resources







Map of space







5

Would include observation records
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CASE PEDAGOGICAL
INTERACTION +
OUTCOMES
Core: sequential digital
photos, fieldnotes, audio,
timeline,
Repertoire: (e.g. Reggio
documenting, involvement
scale; Fibonacci approach)
CASE PERSPECTIVES on
PEDAGOGICAL
INTERACTION AND
OUTCOMES
Core: audio recorded
interviews –individual
(teachers)/group
(children), triggered by
images from observations,
learning walks, artefacts
Repertoire: (e.g.
conceptual drawing,
teacher journals,
children’s work.
Interviews might be
spoken to audio recorder
by children or adults;
Fibonacci approach)
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The following guidance is suggested to ensure parity in data collection, facilitating direct comparisons later.
Table 4: Research process
When

What the researcher does

Which core instruments
1: map

First visit

Collect policies, planning documents, assessment records, overview of resources

2: fieldnotes

Map of space

3: audio recordings

Observation with audio recordings and sequence of still images

4: photo sequences

Looking at children’s work (artefacts)

5: timeline
8: artefacts
2: fieldnotes

Second
visit

Observation with sequence of still images

3: audio recordings

Looking at children’s work

4: sequence of images

Informal conversations with children

5: timeline

Interview with staff using digital images (audio recording)

6: individual interviews
8: artefacts
2: fieldnotes
3: audio recordings

Third visit

Observation with sequence of still images

4: sequence of images

Learning walk led by child (audio recording and still images)

5: timeline
8: artefacts
9: learning walk
2: fieldnotes
3: audio recordings

Fourth
visit

Observation with sequence of still images

4: sequence of images

Group interview with children using digital images as prompts (audio recording)

5: timeline
7: group interview
8: artefacts
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A number of issues were discussed at the meeting and workshop. These
are reported in D4.2 (Report of Training Workshop) however a summary
of the outcomes follows.

C1

Site Selection

The project seeks to identify examples of good practice in science and
mathematics using the lens of creativity; as such site selection is
paramount in ensuring that observations made fit the remit for the
project. However, it is equally important to present a good cross section
of provision both in terms of age range and location to ensure that the
project presents a fair and balanced view of provision across the partner
countries. Before the London meeting, partners had already begun to
identify possible sites in which to undertake fieldwork, and through the
completion of the spreadsheet (see Appendix 1) it was possible to
present an overview of the nature of settings across the whole project in
order to identify possible gaps in provision. Where schools had yet to be
identified it was suggested that attempts be made to fill any gaps in
terms of overall provision.
In addition partners were also required to identify specific features of the
school which had assisted in the selection of sites, for example for some
settings good practice had previously been identified through an external
inspection process, whilst other schools had received quality marks for
excellent practice – such commendations gives the consortium confidence
that the field work aspect of the project will reap valuable data in terms
of the overall project. There was however an imbalance in terms of the
data provided by the partners, and it was agreed that if fieldwork
opportunities were to be capitalized on then all partners should ensure
that the same criteria were adopted in the selection of schools. As such
prior to the fieldwork period partners were asked to further research their
chosen settings and revisit the aforementioned spreadsheets.

C2

Ethical and professional considerations

Any fieldwork undertaken with young people can potentially carry ethical
implications, both in terms of the conduct of the researcher whilst
undertaking fieldwork, and in the collection and application of data
following the fieldwork period. As can be seen from Appendix 2 partners
had already been required to seek ethical approval from their own
institutions, the result of which led to the development of letters for staff
and parents which could be adapted for use in settings (see Appendix 4).
Alongside this, when conducting fieldwork, it was emphasised that
consideration should be given to professional conduct, and the need to
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work closely with stakeholders in ensuring that information regarding the
project is carefully communicated at all stages. This includes ensuring
that all stakeholders are aware of when visits will take place,
expectations for each visit and what materials may be taken from the
setting in terms of data collected. This is of particular importance when
making visual and oral recordings, and any such data collected must
have prior approval of the setting. As with all research projects the right
to withdrawal should be clearly communicated.
In addition, it should also be recognised that any data collected will be
sensitive in nature and as such a protocols has been developed for the
storage and usage of data (see Appendix 7).

C3

Methods

Methods had already been identified prior to the meeting in London, and
these were subdivided into core and repertoire tools as previously noted.
In addition suggestions as to the stage at which methods might be used
(Table 4) and a framework categorizing methods against research
questions (Table 3) had been developed.
The London meeting, then, presented an opportunity to refine methods
and ensure that all partners were in agreement with the methods to be
used and their application. Appendix 3 presents a detailed explanation of
each of the instruments to be used and how these might be applied. This
document was updated and amended following feedback from the London
meeting.
It was acknowledged that two levels of data would be collected during
the fieldwork visits: classroom observation and reflections.
Classroom observation
At this level researchers will be observing the day to day practice in the
settings; this might include teacher defined lessons in science and/or
mathematics or child led activities, and might include individual, paired or
group activities. Partners should be looking for interactions between child
and teacher or child and child. It was suggested that mapping, sequential
digital images, fieldnotes, timelines and audio recordings would be the
most appropriate core instruments to be applied at this level. Any
repertoire instruments would be at the researcher’s discretion dependant
on situation and the researcher’s own confidence in the tools.
Reflections
To complement observations made in settings a certain level of reflection
is required from both the children and adults in the classroom. It was
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suggested that the digital images and audio recordings would be an
appropriate means of triggering such reflections, and this could be
conducted by way of interview, focus group discussions, learning walks
and artefacts, again complemented by further repertoire tools which may
be decided by the researcher.
Conducting interviews and focus groups were identified as possible areas
for concern and some suggestions were given. For example, it was
suggested that questions should be pitched at an appropriate level to put
the interviewee at ease, with the initial discussion being led by the
interviewee. Opportunities to ascertain intentions towards creative
endeavours should be sought, but with specific questions to guide this.
Similarly, in the child focus groups questions should be pitched at an
appropriate level for the children if researchers are to fully benefit from
the focus groups sessions.
In acknowledgement of concerns raised by the group clear protocols have
been developed (see Appendix 5) to ensure that interviews and focus
groups are conducted appropriately and in order to gather rich and varied
data.
Analysis of data
It is anticipated that the fieldwork will yield a rich collection of data,
however it is of utmost importance that the data is utilised in a way
which allows the consortium to address the main research questions. It
has previously been acknowledged that each setting will yield individual
cases, and that each partner should produce a minimum of six identified
cases. Cases will be presented in their own right as part of the country
reports; as such it is essential that there is consistency in the way in
which cases are recorded.
In addition to the cases identified, partners need to identify narrative
episodes that will form the basis of individual cases; for each case it is
recommended that a minimum of three narrative episodes be identified
to fully explore the opportunities presented by the setting. A narrative
episode might include any observed episode of science and mathematics
with a creativity focus, and should be evidenced through a minimum of
two types of core data. Where possible researchers should seek the views
and thoughts of the children in addition to those of the practitioners.
Transcripts should be provided, although this may just contain the key
areas of interest specific to the focus of the episode, rather than the
whole conversation. In order to ensure dependability a deductive coding
analysis system will be used which utilises the framework as developed
by Siraj-Blatchford et al. (2002) setting pedagogical interventions in
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context (see Appendix 6) and the factors identified in the Conceptual
Framework (D2.2, March 2012). The deductive coding will be followed by
inductive analysis, in order to highlight any issues not already identified
in the deductive analysis. In addition, to address issues of confirmability
early examples of coded narrative episodes will be shared amongst
partners so any early problems or concerns may be addressed. As a
further means of ensuring confirmability emergent episodes will be
sampled amongst the specialists in creativity who will then advise further
on the coding of creativity episodes.
It is imperative that partners consistently apply the coding framework
when analysing narrative episodes since this will allow for increased
cohesion when compiling cases and episodes for the final report.
Communication of findings
As in the case of the analysis of data it is important that consistency is
achieved in terms of the overall presentation of findings, and whilst it is
acknowledged that the contextual nature of the settings will undoubtedly
result in a wide variation of cases, there needs to be some parity when it
comes to comparing and contrasting said cases for the final report.
As stated in section B3 above, each partner will seek to submit a
minimum of 6 cases with 3 episodes, resulting in a minimum 18
narrative episodes being reported. However, it has been
acknowledged that some cases may be particularly rich and that more
episodes may be taken from these. In addition partners need to address
the following areas when recording their cases






Site Framing – why the site was chosen – specific features
identified in the selection of sites
Setting Framing – why the setting was chosen, key differences
between site and setting
Case Framing – features of classrooms identified through mapping,
artefacts, practitioners, class groupings, assessment practices,
gender balance
Case Interaction – observations during fieldwork

Clearly recording of site and setting framing can be completed prior to
visits taking place, and this will be important in terms of presenting the
context for the case to follow. The main body of the report will then be
the key findings from each individual visit, with the data analysis
illustrating each narrative episode. Throughout, the focus of creativity in
the teaching and learning of science and mathematics should be
apparent.
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International teams have been identified to promote issues of
dependability and confirmability by sharing early episodes and their
analysis. These teams of partners should monitor progress through
frequent communications, which should ensure any potential challenges
are identified and addressed in the early stages of the process.
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D.

SUMMARY

The methodology for in-depth fieldwork is the culmination of a period of
work officially spanning a period of 4 months in which fieldwork
methodology was developed, trialled and refined prior to fieldwork from
January 2013. The foundation for this methodology was established in
the Conceptual Framework (D2.2, March 2012), which identified
methodologies and methods undertaken by other research into
comparative education, science, mathematics, creativity and early years,
and which set out the research questions for the project. The Conceptual
Framework recommended use of the interpretive paradigm, following a
phenomenological approach, with a self-actualising perspective of both
children and teachers. The research in WP4 is a comparative study that
seeks to present practice considered within the different national
contexts, resulting in a series of unique case stories.
In each partner country these unique case stories will be developed from
narrative episodes, gathered from a series of visits to pre-school and
early primary school classes in at least four sites. While at these sites
partners will use a set of core research instruments, including
observation and interviews, which may be supplemented by repertoire
research instruments. This flexible framework for the collection and
analysis of data was developed such that it could be applied in the
various partner countries, drawing on the differing strengths of various
partners, while still providing sufficient commonality for a comparative
study. The pedagogical framework developed by Siraj-Blatchford et al.
(2002) provided a means of exploring pedagogy in the context of the
research questions and was further utilised when developing codes for
deductive analysis. The various forms of data collected will be combined
to create narrative episodes, which will be analysed first deductively and
second inductively.
A total of 9 countries are involved in Creative Little Scientists highlighting
the need to agree a secure methodological framework. So, whilst the
methodology was developed by partners OU, BG, IOE, AUC and EA,
methods were trialled and developed to ensure all partners were equally
comfortable in their usage, and that methods could be applied to the
specific nuances of individual cultures and contexts. Several measures
have been taken to support partners in the fieldwork, including creation
of a research instruments manual, a two day training workshop,
organising critical friendship groups for sharing early episodes and a
reporting system recording when visits are made and progress against
this. In addition, close attention has been paid to ethical considerations
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for each institution to ensure that the project is conduced ethically. An
overview of all mechanisms in place to achieve high quality and
consistency across the Consortium, is given in Appendix 8.
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GLOSSARY OF KEY TERMS FOR FIELDWORK
Term

Definition

Case

One teacher / practitioner and the children they work with

CPD

Continuing (or Continuous) Professional Development
This is teacher education for teachers who are already
qualified and takes many different forms.

Deductive analysis

Use of an existing framework (in this case the list of
factors found from WP2 and WP3 to be important in
nurturing creativity in early science and mathematics) to
analyse data.

Episode

A written narrative account that describes an event or
series of connected events but which forms a coherent
story by itself. In this research, the episodes will illustrate
creativity in science and / or mathematics in the early
years setting. They will be drawn from observations and
supported by information gathered through other data
collection methods.

Inductive analysis

Allowing codes to emerge from the data by applying the
research questions in turn and without a pre-conceived
framework.

ITE / ITT

Initial Teacher Education / Initial Teacher Training
Both terms are used for the courses that students follow
as they work towards their teacher qualification.

Pre-School

Provision for young children prior to obligatory schooling.
This can span education and care and the ages of preschool education differ across Europe and even within
countries. Provision of pre-school education also spans
home-based care through child minders and nannies, as
well as private and state-funded nursery provision as well
as voluntary provision. Whilst some pre-school provision
(such as day nurseries) combines education with
childcare, enabling parents to work, other provision is
focused on children’s learning or education (for example,
play group, nursery or kindergarten classes) and some
(for example early music groups, or parent and toddler
groups) are designed for children to participate in with
their parents.

Setting

Form of education offered (i.e. pre-school or school)

Site

Actual school or pre-school.
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APPENDIX 1: Spreadsheet of proposed cases
Part 1: Proposed Fieldwork Sites

GR1

GR2

GR3

GR4

GR5

GR6

Name
Location
General Selection Criteria
Phase

Preschool
School
State

Governance

Private
Voluntary
3
4
5

Age(s) of children

6
7
8

Mixed age groups
Special school
SEN

High Diversity

Non-native speakers
Socio-economic disadvantage
Urban

Location

Suburban
Rural
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Part 2: Sample recommendations mapped against dimensions, sub-questions
and factors: What will this site enable us to document?
Dimensions

Sub questions

Aims and Objectives

Toward which goals are
they learning?

Content

What are children
learning?

Learning Activities

How are children
learning?

GR1

GR2

GR3

GR4

GR5

GR6

Factors important to nurturing
creativity in science and
mathematics in the early years
Knowledge / understanding of science content;
understanding about scientific inquiry; science
process skills; IBSE specifically planned;
capabilities to carry out scientific inquiry or
problem-based activities; use of IBE/PBL;
social factors of science learning; collaboration
between children valued; affective factors of
science learning; efforts made to enhance
children's attitudes to science and
mathematics; creative dispositions; creativity
specifically planned
Science/mathematics as separate areas of
knowledge or in broader grouping; level of
detail of curriculum content; links with other
subject areas / cross-curriculum approach;
evidence of science and mathematics
integration; subject-specific requirements vs.
broad core curriculum; content across key
areas of knowledge
focus on cognitive dimension inc nature of
science; focus on social dimension;
collaboration between children valued
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Pedagogy

How is teacher
facilitating learning?

Assessment

How are teachers
assessing how far
children’s learning has
progressed, and how
does this information
inform planning and
develop practice?

Location

Where are children
learning?

role of play and exploration; role of play
valued; role of motivation and affect ; Efforts
made to enhance children’s attitudes in
science and mathematics; role of dialogue and
collaboration; collaboration between children
valued; role of problem solving and agency ;
use of IBE/PBL, Children’s agency encouraged;
fostering questioning and curiosity - Children’s
questions encouraged, Diverse forms of
expression valued; fostering reflection and
reasoning; children’s metacognition
encouraged; teacher scaffolding, involvement,
Sensitivity to when to guide/stand back
Assessment function/purpose – formative;
summative; recipient of assessment results;
Assessment way/process – strategy; forms of
evidence ; excellent assessment of process
+product, Diverse forms of assessment
valued; locus of assessment judgment;
involvement of children in peer/self
assessment
Education system level …..School
level…..Classroom level; outdoors/indoors;
Recognition of out of school learning;
formal/informal learning settings; small group
settings
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Materials and Resources

With what are children
learning?

Time

When are children
learning?

Grouping

With whom are children
learning?

rich physical environment for exploration Use
of physical resources thoughtful Valuing
potential of physical materials; Environment
fosters creativity in science/mathematics;
sufficient space; outdoor resources;
recognition of out of school learning; informal
learning resources; ICT and digital
technologies; confident use of digital
technology; variety of resources; sufficient
human resources; policy documents; NO
reliance on commercial schemes
sufficient time for learning science and
mathematics
multigrade teaching; ability grouping; small
group settings; number of children in class
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APPENDIX 2: Ethical Approval
Question

Who do you have to apply to?
(Which levels, e.g. University
ethics committee, school setting,
parents, children etc.?)

Summary of responses

Frequency of response (i.e. Number of Partners)

Inform school and ask permission of
parents to collect data



Permission sought to use pictures in
deliverables or dissemination



Approval from ethics committee
(in some cases with explanation of
methodology and permissions from
participants)
Informed willingness from children





Application to ministry of education –
directorate in charge of studies



Signed permissions from all parents



Signed permissions from teachers



Permissions from regional pedagogical
advisor, headteacher and teacher
(verbal)/ national data commissioner
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The levels of agreement sought varied greatly from country to country, with some requiring levels of agreement at
every stage starting from the top (regional pedagogical advisor) down to the permissions from settings themselves,
other countries had a much lighter touch approach with permission sought only from settings. Interestingly, even within
countries there were variations e.g. in Germany it very much depended on the federal state in which the setting was
located. Individual institutions dictated processes in most cases, and partners would have to comply with the ethics
policy of their individual institution, while in some cases there was no specific policy. There was a general consensus
however that partners would be expected to seek written or verbal permission from the settings and the parents, with a
specific reference to how material might be used.

What information do you have to
provide and to whom?

General information to the school and
parents – what the project is about,
what we will be doing, what will be done
with the data



Detailed work plan of methodology and
summary of entire project, list of all
participating schools



Research goals



Consent forms



Detailed indication of instruments –
observation schedules, questions to be
asked



Ethics committee form
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There was a general consensus that a general information sheet will be required at various levels to provide specific
information about the project, for some institutions this would be for the institution as well as the participants, and in
some cases a more detailed breakdown was required for example specific instruments, timescales etc.
Several partners also required consent forms to be used in schools, again with various levels of consent i.e. for
undertaking research, taking photographs, level of usage of data

When do you need any project
information by?

Before start of observation



Before submitting ethics form



Already have approval



Sooner the better



After November meeting



Dictated by dates of ethics committee
meeting



Again a range of responses although there is clearly a matter of some urgency particularly in cases where
documentation needs to go before a committee. Institutions need to be sure that all the documentation is completed
and in place in time for the committee directly prior to the fieldwork period (January – April). However, in respect of the
data to be collected as seen above this would have been addressed through the London meeting and associated
documentation – as such partners should now (early December 2012) have all the documentation required to submit
plans and applications.
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How long does your ethics
approval take?

No official committee



Shouldn’t take long



Several weeks (University) 1-2 weeks
school



2-3 weeks



1 Month – but can seek a quick review



2 months



3 – 6 months
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Ethics Approval Forms (Status @ December 2012)
Partners were asked to complete any ethical approval forms and put evidence in
the Dropbox of both applications and approval. The table below shows the
current status of institutions in relation to ethical approval sought and has been
updated up to the point of submission of this Deliverable (Dec 2012). BG will be
responsible for collating all ethical approval forms and returning to the EU prior
to the commencement of the fieldwork period starting in January.
INSTITUTION

APPLICATION

APPROVED

AUC

N/A

N/A

Personalised informed
consent documents. No
official approval needs to
be sought

BG



Awaited

Documentation complete,
awaiting decision

EA





GUF

N/A

N/A

IOE



NILPRP

N/A



Letters available in
approval folder

OU





Approval from Ethics
Committee in dropbox

UEF





Approval given

UMINHO

N/A

N/A

No specific code of ethical
conduct for educational
research although research
will be carried out in the
sentiment expressed by
other bodies e.g. prof.
psychology

UOM



awaited

Application made, decision
awaited

UPJV

N/A

N/A



COMMENTS

Consent only required from
settings and level depend
on federal state. Sites
selected in state which
requires only consent from
headteacher so no further
documentation is required
Approval from Ethics
Committee with some
further issues to consider,
in dropbox

No specific form to
complete
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APPENDIX 3: Edited CLS Instruments Manual
(following comments and edits from London meeting and workshop)

Research Instrument Briefing Manual December 2012
As a Consortium we have developed a list of different research tools that might
be used as part of the empirical work. This internal Consortium document
provides a brief description of each and explanation of how they might be used.
This document is not meant to be prescriptive, more as a guide or introduction
to tools that you may be less familiar with. The tools are split into two groups:



Nine core instruments that we expect all partners to use
Additional repertoire instruments which might be used if you feel you
are comfortable/have previous experience in these approaches.

In each section of these notes we provide references: where possible we offer
one theoretical paper on the instrument or technique itself and one empirical
research piece. The papers listed are available in Dropbox. In addition, Denzin
and Lincoln’s (Eds.), ‘Handbook to Qualitative Research’ (2011, 4th ed.) and
Cohen, Manion and Morrisons’ (Eds.) ‘Research methods in education’ (2011, 7th
ed. http://cw.routledge.com/textbooks/9780415368780/) may be particularly
useful. Uwe Flick has also written extensively on qualitative research methods,
eg ‘An introduction to qualitative research’ (2009) ‘A companion to qualitative
research’ (2004), ‘Qualitative methods in social research’ (2002).
Each of the core and repertoire instruments serves to inform and reinforce the
data collected by the others. The aim of the data collection process is to produce
a vivid and, of course, coherent picture of classroom practice in the cases
visited, in relation to the first three of our research questions which are:








RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics
in early years in partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what role if
any does creativity play in these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of
early years science and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play
in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest,
motivation in science and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their
role in doing so?
RQ4: How can findings emerging from analysis of RQ 1-3 inform
development of practice in the classroom and teacher education (ITE+
CPD)?

OU Team December 2012
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CORE INSTRUMENT 1: MAP OF CLASSROOM
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science and
mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: Drawing maps of classrooms provide the researcher with a
useful context to observations. A classroom map shows the spatial arrangement
among the physical environment (space, indoor and outdoor), resources in it
(fixed and movable) and people (children, staff and others such as parents,
carers or visitors).
Principles: The map would usually be drawn during a first visit to a classroom
and would include the position of furniture such as desks or tables, together with
learning resources such as sand, water, construction, puzzle and imaginative
play resources and analogue and digital media such as whiteboards, information
and communication technology, displays and posters, specific learning corners,
together with structural features of the space such as doors, windows, and
cupboards and outdoor opportunities which may be linked with the indoor
learning space..
Use in Creative Little Scientists: In this project, a classroom map will be
drawn by the researcher for each classroom observed so that fieldnotes (Core
Instrument 2) can be related to it. See fieldnotes template
Further reading:
Kutnick, P., Blatchford P., and Baines, E. (2002). Pupil Groupings in Primary
School Classrooms: Sites for Learning and Social Pedagogy? British Educational
Research Journal 28(2) pp. 187-206.
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CORE INSTRUMENT 2: FIELDNOTES
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these foster children’s learning, interest, motivation, how do teachers
perceive their role?

What they do: Fieldnotes are made during teaching and learning activity
providing a record of the researcher’s insights and observations, recording firsthand events and representing a first opportunity for the researcher to reflect on
what is occurring in the classroom at the moment of interaction, showing both
what is happening and reflection on it. Detailed fieldnotes can paint a vivid
picture of described events in the classroom and provide a reference point during
data analysis. It is of course impossible to observe, identify and record all events
that are occurring in any one period of time, therefore it is important to be clear
about what is to be documented. For Creative Little Scientists, keeping in mind
the focus of creativity in early science and mathematics activities is vital, as is
acknowledging that fieldnotes inevitably involve the researcher choosing what to
record to some degree and so represent the interpretations of the researcher,
they do not represent an objective account of events in the classroom.
Principles: Fieldnotes are an opportunity to create ‘thick descriptions’ (Geertz,
1973) of classroom activity and may include; speech acts, non-verbal
communication, time/timing of events, children’s interactions, contextual data
such as resources, classroom layout, class numbers, etc., researcher’s personal
thoughts/questions (acknowledging that they are interpretations rather than
‘facts’). They cannot capture everything in detail that occurs in the classroom at
the time. It is possible to make short notes of particular events and flesh these
out in more detail after the fact. It is important to do this as soon after the event
as possible in order to ensure that events are not forgotten or misremembered.
Separating the page into ‘See’ and ‘Think’ can also facilitate reflection on what
was observed. There are no prescribed methods or ‘rules’ for taking fieldnotes,
other than to ensure that they can be undertaken quickly and efficiently during
each activity. However CONTEXT information should be included, with some
verbatim quotations, a broad view as well as more focused notes on particular
activities. Fieldnotes should be related to classroom map (Core Instrument 1).
Use in Creative Little Scientists: In this project, fieldnotes will reveal how
science and mathematics teaching is enacted. Researchers aim to observe and
note, the List of Factors in the classroom, and how they are evidenced and
implemented. See fieldnotes template (in development).
Further reading:
Newbury, D (2001). Diaries and fieldnotes in the research process Research
Issues in Art Design & Media http://www.biad.bcu.ac.uk/research/rti/riadm/issue1/riadmIssue1.pdf (3.10.2012)
Walford, G. (2009). The practice of writing ethnographic fieldnotes, Ethnography
and Education, 4(2), pp. 117-130
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CORE INSTRUMENT 3: AUDIO RECORDINGS
RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics in early years in
partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what role if any does creativity play in
these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: Audio recordings of classroom activity document the interactions
between individuals during the observation period. These interactions may be
between the researcher and participants, such as in formal interviews (discussed
below) or in the everyday discussions between children and between children
and adults. They can provide direct verbatim quotes that can be used as strong
supporting evidence to conclusions drawn from the data. They may also provide
an opportunity to gain further understandings of children’s classroom activity
unimpeded by the researcher’s influence. Recording children’s conversations
while they learn provides insight into thought processes. Audio recordings are
useful when transcribed as they can then be analysed using a variety of
methodologies, such as grounded theory or a more content-analysis-based
approach, by hand, or through specialised computer software such as NVivo.
Principles: Recording children’s discussions during work is often far more
practical than attempting to manufacture situations in which children volunteer
information about their day-to-day experiences. This is particularly so in
naturalistic research which aims to record events within the classroom setting.
Audio recorders, such as Dictaphones, can be set up in central and strategic
positions in to record interactions in key areas of the classroom, such as role
play areas or workspaces and can record as much or as little as is appropriate. A
digital recorder which can be linked to a computer is particularly valuable
enabling the file to be uploaded to an appropriate, secure shared filestore.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: Use of audio recording in classrooms may
enable exploration of children’s activity with less researcher intrusion. Where
video recording is not appropriate, audio records combined with artefacts and
detailed fieldnotes provide ‘thick description’ and during the same episode a mix
of methods may be used. Interviews (individual and group) will also be recorded.
Further reading:
Chin, C & Teou, L-Y (2009). Using concept cartoons in formative assessment:
Scaffolding students’ argumentation International Journal of Science
Education, 31(10), pp. 1307-1332.
Rosenstein B. (2002). Video Use in Social Science Research and Program
Evaluation International Journal of Qualitative Methods 1(3) pp. 22-43 (Note:
focuses on video use, but discusses use of audio).
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CORE INSTRUMENT 4: SEQUENTIAL DIGITAL PHOTOS
RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics in early years in
partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what role if any does creativity play in
these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: A set of sequential digital photos from the classroom provide a
visual record of activities. In contrast to observation notes, which include
reflection and personal interpretation, sequential photos provide a record without
this level of commentary. In the early years, they are an extremely useful way of
documenting the changing ebb and flow of interactions between children when
working on a task, and documenting how children’s work progress during a given
activity. They can later be used as supporting and/or illustrative evidence.
Principles: While it is important that the digital photos provide as vivid a picture
of classroom activity as possible, as with any form of data collection, there must
be a balance between ‘breadth’ (e.g. how much of the class/classroom to focus
on) and ‘depth’ (e.g. how much detail to focus on). Increasing one will inevitably
affect the other. This is a judgement that researcher must make. Of course,
while it is true sequential photos will not contain the same level of interpretation
as, say, observation notes (at least not at the data collection stage), they will be
impacted by the researcher’s choice of what to photograph. Obviously it is down
to the researcher to choose what may be best to visually record and therefore
there is an inherent bias (towards for example particular activities, particular
children or interactions). These biases may be difficult to address in the short
space of time that the project has to collect data. What is important then is to
be aware of and acknowledge this bias in reviewing data for analysis and in
reporting outcomes of the analytic process.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: Documenting progression of activities
through sequential photographs will be useful for Creative Little Scientists in
providing a record of the inquiry process in science and/or mathematics teaching
and learning, giving visual insight into, for example, stages of problem solving
during one activity, or scientific and/or mathematical experiences of a child over
a morning or a learning session. They will be used as a prompt in interviews.
Further reading:
Einarsdottir, I (2005). Playschool in pictures: Children’s photographs as a
research method, Early Child Development and Care, 175(6), pp. 523-541
(using photographs taken by children, rather than sequential photographs, but a useful paper as
how photography can be used in research)

Fasoli, L. (2003). Reading photographs of young children: Looking at practices
Contemporary Issues in Early Childhood, 4(1) pp. 32-47
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CORE INSTRUMENT 5: TIMELINE
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What it does: Drawing up a timeline of classroom observation provides a
description of unfolding events as they happen while recording the time at which
these events occur. It allows the researcher to later reflect on the course of
events that were observed, identify key moments and situate artefacts, quotes
and the smaller minutiae within the wider context of the period observed. They
are often more factually based rather than providing reflection or interpretation
than perhaps the accompanying fieldnotes may do. Timelines may provide a
chronological context for fieldnotes and digital photos taken from the classroom.
Principles: As with fieldnotes, the timeline can be fleshed out in more detail
after the event; what is important is to ensure that as many of the key events
are noted as possible. There are two approaches to timelines. The first notes
what is happening in at regular intervals (eg five or ten minutes) in the
classroom. This may include types of activity children are doing, what they
teacher is doing or where they are in the classroom (i.e. whether they are with a
small group of children, at a desk, with an individual etc.); timings documented
within the fieldnotes. The second, which may be more appropriate to Creative
Little Scientists, is to note key events in the classroom as they happen, recording
the times at which they occur. It is of course then up to the researcher to
decided what the ‘key events’ may be. Examples may be, for example, a group
of children starting/finishing an activity or the start/end of whole class teaching.
These two approaches may of course be used together.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: Timelines will be used to provide a
chronological overview of the events. It will be important to note the start and
finish times of scientific and mathematics learning and teaching in the
classroom, and from this determine how long children are spending engaging in
science and mathematics activities. In classrooms with younger children, there
may be multiple episodes of such engagement. The classroom observation
instrument therefore contains a timeline.
Further reading:
An example of fieldnotes using a timeline approach can be found here
http://cw.routledge.com/textbooks/9780415368780/D/ch182doc.asp (Cohen et
al. 2007).
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CORE INSTRUMENT 6: INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS (TEACHERS)
RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics in early years in
partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what role if any does creativity play in
these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: Interviews enable research participants to talk about their
experiences and perceptions not be immediately apparent or obvious to the
researcher(s). They provide a further level of insight into the research site.
Principles: Interviews can be described along a continuous scale from ‘open’ at
one end to directed, ‘structured’, interviews at the other. ‘Open interviews’ allow
interviewee(s) to direct topics of conversation, and talk about issues important
to them. In contrast, ‘structured interviews’ are a more direct ‘question and
answer’ session, researcher-directed, so that participants provide answers to
particular questions. Structured interviews follow a pre-determined interview
schedule, answers directly related to the question. In educational research,
‘semi-structured interviews’ are often used, which allow for more open and
discursive answers. While the researcher may have a pre-determined list of
topics to discuss, these are used more as a prompt rather than as a strict
interview schedule. Interviews should be recorded, and transcribed.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: Use of interviews will enable us to explore in
more detail issues that may be less visible in the classroom, as well as
participants’
attitudes
towards
issues
such
as
creativity
in
the
classroom/curriculum. It will also allow us to explore in more detail some of the
responses from the questionnaire (D3.3). The type of interview to be used will
be semi-structured, allowing key areas to be covered but also discursive
conversation to emerge too. Staff interviews will be structured by key questions
and will involve use of digital images from the classroom, together with
conceptual drawing. See Interview Protocol (Appendix 5). Interviews should be
recorded using a Dictaphone, and then saved digitally, uploaded into a secure
filestore specific to each partner. Recordings should be transcribed for analysis.
Further reading:
Brenner, M.E. (2006). Interviewing in educational research. In: J. L. Green, G.
Camilli & P. B. Elmore (Eds.), Handbook of complementary methods in
education research (pp. 357–370).Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum. Available at
http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/projects/oralhistory/2006MEBrennerInterviewInEducResearchOCR.pdf (4th Oct 2012)

Leikin, R., & Kawass, S. (2005). Planning teaching an unfamiliar mathematics
problem: The role of teachers' experience in solving the problem and
watching pupils solving it. The Journal of Mathematical Behaviour, 24(3-4),
253-274.
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CORE INSTRUMENT 7: GROUP INTERVIEWS (CHILDREN)
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: Interviewing children can be very different from interviewing
adults. Adults are often seen as authority figures by children and therefore the
children’s responses to adult-researcher questions can often be those they feel
are the ‘right’ or ‘expected’ answers in order to please the adult. Group
interviews with children provide an opportunity for children to voice opinions that
may otherwise not have been possible by encouraging interaction and discussion
between the children rather than simply responding to the researcher’s question.
Principles: Establishing trust with children is an important part of conducting
educational research, as well as putting children at ease. This is especially so
when conducting interviews as it is important that they are able to voice their
opinions rather than provide answers they feel the researcher wants to hear.
The interaction and discussion opportunities provided by group interviews also
provide a more naturalistic environment for children (particularly if done within
the classroom, although noise can be an issue given the need to audio-record) in
which they are able to use their ‘everyday’ language and engage with the topic
being discussed in a way that may not happen in a one-to-one interview.
Group interviews can be recorded and transcribed. Occasionally, when children
are speaking all together, transcription becomes difficult as it is difficult to
discern individual voices. It is useful then to take fieldnotes (see above) when
conducting interviews, particularly when interviewing children, so as to note the
content of conversation at loud or busy times. It is important to try to ensure
that the environment in which the recording is made is as quiet as possible.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: As with the individual interviews, semistructured interviews will be used. This allows the children the freedom to
discuss the topics in a way in which they feel comfortable. Nevertheless, the
interviews should be slightly more structured that the adult interviews in order to
ensure the interviews stay focused on the topics. Within the group interviews,
researchers will use digital images, artefacts and conceptual drawings to
stimulate conversation. See Group Interview protocol (Appendix 5).
Further reading:
Danby, S. J., Ewing, L., & Thorpe, K. J. (2011) The novice researcher:
Interviewing young children, Qualitative Enquiry, 17(1), pp. 74‐84 Available at
http://eprints.qut.edu.au/39845/1/c39845.pdf (Accessed 3rd Oct 2012)
Einarsdottir, J. (2005) We can decide what to play! Children's perception of
quality in an Icelandic playschool Early Education & Development 16(4) pp.
469-488
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CORE INSTRUMENT 8: ARTEFACTS
RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics in early years in
partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what role if any does creativity play in
these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: ‘Artefacts’ are widely used in data collection in naturalistic and
ethnographic research studies. They enable the researcher to bring back to the
office part(s) of the observed setting. ‘Artefact’ is a broad term used to cover a
wide range of different materials including, though not limited to,








Teachers’ lesson plans
Marking schemes
Teachers’ observation schedules
Curricular documents
Examples of children’s class work
Samples of children’s homework
Children’s worksheets, tests and so on

As well
context
provide
teacher

as standing as a data set on their own, artefacts also help provide a
for other data collected. For example, examples of children’s work can
clear evidence to support fieldnotes, while lesson plans can accompany
interviews to further illustrate discussions.

Principles: As with many data collection methods in qualitative research, there
are no hard and fast rules as to what to collect and when. Rather, artefacts may
be collected as appropriate to the specific site or case. For example, in a site
where children produce a lot or written work, it may be profitable to gather
photocopies of children’s writing. Ultimately, the researcher will need to make
thoughtful and sensitive judgements about what may be appropriate in each
situation that he or she is presented with.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: As stated above, artefacts will be used to
provide a context for the observations and interviews and indeed may be
introduced during individual and group interviews to prompt conversation. Again,
this will be down to the judgement of the researcher at the time, and of course
how available artefacts are made by the teachers and children.
Further reading:
There is little literature specifically on the use of artefacts specifically; rather
artefacts are used in addition to other (usually ethnographic) data collection
tools. See previous references, particularly those on fieldnotes, for further
discussion on how artefacts may be used.
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CORE INSTRUMENT 9: LEARNING WALKS
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: Learning walks are essentially an informal interview undertaken
on the move around a classroom or setting. They are a good way of collecting
children’s perspectives by interacting with them as they move around their
learning spaces and essentially they recognise children as experts in their own
learning experiences.
Principles: Learning walks are developed on the move, and are prompted by
the researcher however they are led in terms of where the researcher and child
go, by the child. They enable children to select significant aspects of their
experience to share, and can offer a creative means to gather insights into
meanings made by children. The documenting of a learning walk is often in the
hands of children, who may take digital images, make audio recordings, draw or
otherwise mark-make as they chat to the adult researcher. The learning walk
has become embedded in the Mosaic Approach developed by Alison Clark (Clark
and Moss 2005) which offers a creative framework for listening to young children
in early childhood settings.
Use for Creative Little Scientists: In this project, the learning walk will be
used as a prompt to help the researcher see the learning from the child’s
perspective. Asking to be shown similar or past activity, or learning spaces or
foci that were particularly exciting, interesting, puzzling etc. will help to reveal
children’s experiences in a tangible way and will enable a conversation to
develop with the researcher.
Further reading:
Clark, A., Moss, P. (2005). Spaces to Play: more listening to young children
using the Mosaic approach. London: National Children's Bureau
MLA: Briefing notes on triangulation and the Mosaic approach available at:
http://www.inspiringlearningforall.gov.uk/export/sites/inspiringlearning/resou
rces/repository/gso/resource6_2.pdf (accessed 19 October 2012)
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REPERTOIRE INSTRUMENT 1: TEACHER JOURNALS
RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics in early years in
partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what role if any does creativity play in
these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: Teacher journals provide an opportunity for the teacher
participants to self-report their experiences of pedagogy and of the research
process. They provide researchers with an insight into the teachers’ perspectives
of activities which can then enrich researchers’ understandings of teaching and
learning in the classroom.
Principles: Much of the research work undertaking in educational research
involves external researchers collecting data. This data and the subsequent
interpretations of it then are based solely on the perspectives of the
researcher(s), who is often unrelated to the setting. While of course there are
many advantages for an external view, (such as removing potential preconceived bias), teacher journals allow the participants to have more of an input
that is so important in a naturalistic study. Journals are sometimes structured
by questions or are even pro-forma-based so that teachers fill in a pre-set
structure.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: The Creative Little Scientists project uses a
number of value-laden terms that have a wide-range of meanings. For example,
as we discovered during the literature review, terms such as ‘creativity’ have
multiple interpretations depending on the context, field of research and so on.
Teachers may not be using it in the same context as us, and/or may be using
other vocabulary to describe the same activity or behaviours. It is important
then that we access this in order to develop a better understanding of teaching
and learning in the classroom.
Teacher journals, along with the teacher interviews, may enable us to explore
the teachers’ interpretations of activities in the classroom and cross-reference
those developed from the core research tools. It may be useful to model the
journal around the individual interview questions although the exact form of the
journal will vary in different partner countries and contexts.
Further reading:
Fang, Z. (1996). A review of research on teacher beliefs and practices,
Educational Research, 38(1), pp. 47-65
Brownlee, J., Purdie, N., & Boulton-Lewis, G. (2001). Changing epistemological
beliefs in pre-service teacher education students Teaching in Higher Education
6(2) pp. 247-268.
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REPERTOIRE
TOOL

INSTRUMENT

2:

FIBONACCI–IBSE

DIAGNOSTIC

RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics in early years in
partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what role if any does creativity play in
these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: The Fibonacci – IBSE Diagnostic Tool for CPD Providers
comprises a list of indicators for judging the implementation of IBSE by
observing and analysing classroom practices in classes with children aged 5 to
13. Its purpose is to identify across a range of classroom conditions, aspects of
IBSE being well implemented and those where attention is needed. The tool
provides forms for data collection in four areas: teacher interview; teacher-pupil
interactions; pupils activities; pupils’ records.
The Fibonacci – IBSE Self-Reflection Tool for Teachers provides a list of
indicators for judging the implementation of IBSE by analysing classroom
practices. The tools here are similar to those for CPD providers however this
time the questions are asked by teachers who are interested in reflecting on
their own practice.
Principles: The tool is designed to observe one science session (usually 45 to
60 minutes) during which one or many science educational activities may take
place. The more consecutive sessions taught by a particular teacher that are
observed, the more chances there are for recovering useful information on all
aspects of IBSE implementation. Ideally a full sequence (i.e. a set of consecutive
sessions aimed at one common learning objective, covering a full inquiry cycle)
would be observed. Where this is not possible, it is recommended that at least
two consecutive science sessions are observed for each teacher.
The interview with the teacher (about 15 mins) is meant to take place before or
after the session and the form provided is used to record the data directly, while
the “pupils’ written records” form is to be completed by analysing several pupils’
written records, before, after or during the session. The other forms are meant
to be completed immediately after the session, based on observation notes
taken during the session.
In all forms, a certain practice is recorded as ‘yes’ (occurred and relevant), ‘no’
(not or rarely occurred, but relevant), or NA (not relevant). Observers need also
to supply qualitative evidence to support their decision on the corresponding
column on the form.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: These tools can be used either by the
researchers in Creative Little Scientists to help systematise their observations in
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relation to IBSE practices, or by the teachers themselves to reflect on their
practice if they are keeping reflection journals (see Repertoire Instrument 1).
What is particularly useful is that they contain real classroom examples of the
IBSE practices to look for.
Further reading: FIBONACCI (2012). IBSE Diagnostic Tool for CPD Providers.
Accessible at: http://tinyurl.com/8sh4sck (Accessed 22 October 2012)
FIBONACCI (2012). IBSE Self-Reflection Tool for Teachers. Accessible at:
http://tinyurl.com/9qr38jp (Accessed 22 October 2012)
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REPERTOIRE INSTRUMENT 3: INVOLVEMENT SCALE
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: In experiential education attention is paid to process variables.
Two criteria were identified that can be regarded as very good indicators for the
quality of education – whatever the context: ‘emotional well-being’ and
‘involvement’. Involvement is an excellent indicator for developmental
processes. An involved child finds himself or herself in a particular state
characterised by concentration, intense experience, intrinsic motivation, a flow of
energy and a high level of satisfaction connected with the fulfilment of the
exploratory drive. The scale of involvement can be used to determine the level
of involvement of the child in a particular activity. To determine the level of
involvement the observer has to take the perspective of the child totally. The
better this form of ‘active watching and listening’ is accomplished the more
accurate and intense the observers’ perception will be.
Principles: In the use of the involvement scale several procedures are possible,
however one of the most advocated formulas suggests to give a score every 2 to
3 minutes of observation. Rating involvement is a kind of qualitative analysis
that can be described as a ‘reconstruction of the experiences of the observed
person’. The rich sense of experience of the other person, formed through
careful observation, is then interpreted and moulded into one conclusion and
expressed in a figure from one to five. This continuum is the quantitative
expression of a qualitative meaning: ‘one’ stands for ‘as far as I can ‘feel’ the
other person, I do not see any signs to support the conclusion that he or she is
‘active’; ‘five stands for: ‘this person is totally implicated in this activity.
Crucial is the definition of activity for which level of involvement should be
determined. In some cases one would not assign level ‘five’ because the activity,
performed with concentration, does match the assumed capabilities of the child:
e.g. the activity is too easy and is performed in a routine-like way. These
references are necessary since the definition of involvement states that in high
levels of involvement a person is acting at the edge of his or her capabilities.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: The scale of involvement is an educational
instrument. Observers take the perspective of the child and are trained to do so.
In activities which stimulate deep level learning (such as activities fostering
creativity) the use of the scale could be interesting. However several children
and activities have to be observed.
Further reading:
Laevers, F. (1995). The concept of involvement and the Leuven Involvement
Scale. An analysis of critical reflection. In: Laevers, F., (Ed.), An exploration
of the concept of “involvement” as an indicator of the quality of Early
Childhood Care and Education. CIDREE Report, 10, pp.67-81.
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REPERTOIRE INSTRUMENT 4: REGGIO DOCUMENTING
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What it does: Reggio Emilia education developed in Northern Italy pre-schools
assumes that all those involved in the education process have an active and
indeed reciprocal role, and thus the perspectives from these individuals are
needed in order to fully understand the situation. Reggio documentation, then,
takes data from a wide variety of situations in order to understand the classroom
from the perspective of those involved. Reggio documentation then provides a
deep, holistic understanding of teaching and learning in the classroom by
accessing the on-going working environment of the classroom through a wide
variety of different methods.
Principles: One of the fundamental principles of Reggio education is that there
are multiple forms of knowing and knowledge. In order to access these forms of
knowledge then, there must be multiple forms of documentation and recording.
Reggio documentation therefore includes co-documentation between researcher
and practitioner(s) (through, for example, joint post-hoc reflection),
documenting children engaged in learning endeavours, through photographs and
work in various stages of completion and audio recording of children’s
interactions with one another and with practitioners. Analysis of this provides the
researcher (and indeed practitioner) with insights into children’s learning – by
sharing adults’ perspectives on this.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: Of course, the Creative Little Scientists
project does not aim to necessarily visit or examine schools with a Reggio ethos,
and thus the principles of Reggio education (and subsequently Reggio
documentation) may not be evidenced in every classroom. However the
principles of Reggio documentation can be used by partners in order to observe
the children’s on-going learning. In this case, the on-going documentation may
allow partners to observe, for example, the various processes and stages of
inquiry-based education and problem solving.
Further reading:
Mercilliott Hewett, V. (2001) Examining the Reggio Emilia Approach to Early
Childhood Education Early Childhood Education Journal, 29(2) pp. 95-100
Hong, S. B., and Trepanier-Street, M. (2004) Technology: A Tool for Knowledge
Construction in a Reggio Emilia Inspired Teacher Education Program Early
Childhood Education Journal, 32(2) pp. 87-94
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REPERTOIRE INSTRUMENT 5: CONCEPTUAL DRAWING
RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics in early years in
partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what role if any does creativity play in
these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: A conceptual map or drawing is a representation of lived
experience using drawing and symbols. It is undertaken as part of a recorded
discussion and can offer both individual and group insights into lived experience
of phenomena.
They can be undertaken either individually or collaboratively and they can
generate ‘creative learning conversations’ (Chappell and Craft, 2011) which can
form part of a change process.
Conceptual drawing offers a highly reflective medium and generates visual media
that provides a discussion focus (Chappell et al., 2011). It provides a powerful
medium for research participants to share their reflections on key experiences
Principles: Typically, research participants will be provided with paper and
coloured pens or pencils with which to record images and diagrams representing
their experiences and perceptions. As they draw, in response to the interview
questions, they are encouraged to talk about what they are representing. The
whole session is audio recorded and transcribed. Analysis of the transcript is
undertaken in parallel with analysis of the drawings produced. The drawings can
be digitised so as to be easily accessed by the research team.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: Conceptual drawing will be used in the
interviews with staff and with children, to encompass abstract representations as
well as literal ones.
Further reading
Chappell, K., and Craft, A. (2011). ‘Creative learning conversations: producing
living dialogic spaces’, Educational Research, Vol. 53, No. 3, September, pp.
363–385.
Holcombe, M., and Shonka, A. (1993). ‘Conceptual mapping: A tool for selfreflection’, The Clearing House: A Journal of Educational Strategies, Issues
and Ideas, 67(2), pp. 83-84.)
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REPERTOIRE INSTRUMENT 6: VIDEO RECORDING
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years science
and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in science
and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

What they do: Video recording provides very rich first hand data, offering a
permanent record of classroom activity. It can provide information such as
subtle responses, multiple interactions or that might be missed through other
methods of data collection. This richness of data allows for more nuanced and
detailed insights and understandings of classroom activity. It allows revisiting of
fieldnotes, study dialogue, and examine events in further detail that may have
been missed in the initial observation. One great advantage is that video
recordings can run ‘in the background’ and allow the researcher to continue with
other forms of data collection, such as fieldnotes or learning walks. Video data
can also serve the function of two of the core instruments listed above. As well
as recording audio data (core instrument 3), sufficiently high quality video data
may also provide still images of classroom activity (core instrument 4).
Principles: There are two approaches to video recording in the classroom. The
first is have a camera static and positioned overseeing one particular area such
as a workspace, role play area, or even a wider view of the whole classroom.
Usually, this will film for the whole observation period, and allow the researcher
to select particular episodes to analyse. A second approach is to film short
episodes, of specific interest to the research question(s). Here, the video
recorder would be carried by hand or mounted on a small tripod. There is
inevitably a trade-off between breadth and depth of data collected. For the more
the video narrows down on particular incidents or activities in the classroom, the
less surrounding activity it is able to capture. Conversely, attempting to capture
an overview of activity across the whole classroom will mean that detailed
insights into individual activities may not be possible. This balance is often
difficult to strike, and ultimately down to the researcher’s judgement.
Use in Creative Little Scientists: Video data further enlightens the core
instruments providing an opportunity to identify and record small vignettes of
teaching, learning and/or assessment approaches that can subsequently be used
as exemplars. It may be possible to identify how children respond to these
particular approaches and their implications. It is acknowledged of course that
in some cases video recording can be ethically sensitive and thus not possible.
Further reading:
Flewitt, R. (2006). Using video to investigate preschool classroom interaction.
Visual Communication, 5(1), pp. 25–50.
Ho, K. F., & Hedberg, J. G. (2005). Teachers' pedagogies and their impact on
students' mathematical problem solving. Journal of Mathematical Behaviour,
4(3-4), 238-252.
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APPENDIX 4: Sample ethics letters
Creative Little Scientists Informed Consent Form: STAFF
I agree to take part in the above Creative Little Scientists research project. I
have read the accompanying Information Sheet and I understand that agreeing
to take part means that I am willing to have the researcher observe learning and
teaching in my classroom, and, where appropriate, to be interviewed, and to
provide the researcher with relevant planning documentation where requested in
relation to science, mathematics and creative teaching and learning in my work
setting. I also understand that there may be opportunities for me to document
children’s learning in between the visits of the researcher and to reflect on my
practice for the purposes of the project. I give my consent for:


The observed situations to be photographed (for analytic and publication
purposes) and for audio-recordings and field notes to be made.



University research staff to interview me (recognizing that not all staff will
be interviewed).



The interviews to be audio-recorded



Contributing my own observations of children’s learning (methods to be
agreed in discussion with the researcher).

I give permission for the researcher to store securely, analyse and publish data
about me, as part of the research and also for this information to be used within
future written reports, presentations and journal articles which make reference
to this research.
I understand that my participation is voluntary, that I can choose not to
participate in part or all of the project, and that I can withdraw myself at any
stage of the project up until the completion of the field visits (likely to be early to
mid March 2013), without being penalized or disadvantaged in any way.
(Consent can be withdrawn by contacting xxxxxxx and simply requesting
withdrawal.)
I note that should I have any concerns about this project and its conduct, I can
contact Dr. Fani Stylianidou, Principle Investigator for Creative Little Scientists at
Ellinogermaniki Agogi in Greece, on fani@ea.gr

Name

Signature

(please print)

Date
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Creative Little Scientists Informed Consent Form: PARENTS
I have read the accompanying Information Sheet and I understand that my
child’s teacher has consented to have the researcher visit the classroom as part
of the Creative Little Scientists research project. I understand that signing this
consent form means that I am willing to have the researcher observe learning
and teaching in my child’s classroom.
I give my consent for:


My child to part of the group being observed during the research period,
during which time teaching and learning situations may be photographed
(for analytic and publication purposes), and audio-recordings and field notes
will be made.



Copies of my child’s work to be made to be used for illustrative purposes
(recognizing that not all children’s work will be involved).

We hope that during our research we will be able to interviews some children in
small, informal groups. This will be to provide children’s perspectives on the
teaching and learning that occur in his or her classroom.
I give my consent for (please tick as appropriate):

o

University research staff to interview my child within a group setting
(recognizing that not all children will be interviewed).

o

The interviews to be audio-recorded.

I give permission for the researcher to store securely, analyse and publish data
about my child, as part of the research and for this information to be used within
future written reports, presentations and journal articles which make reference
to this research. I understand that any data relating to my child will be
anonymised.
I understand that my child’s participation is voluntary, that I can choose for my
child not to participate in part or all of the project, and that I can withdraw my
child at any stage of the project up until the completion of the field visits (likely
to be early to mid March 2013), without being penalized or disadvantaged in any
way. I understand that if I do not wish my child to participate in this research,
alternative provisions will be made while the researcher is in the classroom.
Consent can be withdrawn by contacting xxxxxxx and simply requesting
withdrawal.
I note that should I have any concerns about this project and its conduct, I can
contact Dr. Fani Stylianidou, overall co-ordinator for Creative Little Scientists at
Ellinogermaniki Agogi in Greece, fani@ea.gr
Name

(please print)

Child

(please print)

Signature

Date
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APPENDIX 5: Specific Tools Protocols
CREATIVE LITTLE SCIENTISTS WP4 FIELDWORK:
OBSERVATION PROTOCOL
Observation will reveal how creativity in science and mathematics learning and
teaching is enacted. In particular observation will enable data to be collected in
relation to:
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years
science and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in
science and mathematics, and how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?
Field researchers should refer to the List of Factors in the classroom, how they
are evidenced in classroom activity and how they are implemented (on page 2 of
this document).
Four visits to each CASE are expected. A visit may last a whole day however
given our focus on creativity in science and mathematics, it will be important to
observe the relevant aspects of pre-school and school classroom activity, i.e.
those which foreground science and mathematics. It may therefore be that
sometimes a researcher is not present for a whole day or even for a full half-day
(although collecting SOME contextual information through observation about how
the school and class functions beyond these particular aspects of the curriculum
will be helpful). It will be important to pre-arrange when interviews with
individuals (adults) and groups (children) might take place, and to know where
this will be (quiet areas ideally). All researchers should make observations on all
four visits to the classroom. Across all four visits researchers should seek to
achieve a balance in each Case of:
* at least TWO science and TWO mathematics sessions
* teacher-defined lessons or activities AND child-led activities
* individual, group AND whole class activity
* interactions between teacher and child activity (i.e. focus on BOTH adult and
child) as well as child-only interactions
A brief explanation should be given as to why particular observations have been
undertaken: see observation schedule [NOTE however that narrative episodes
for analysis will be identified AFTER data has been collected]. After the visit the
observation data should be reviewed and catalogued into digital files.
NARRATIVE EPISODES (a minimum of three per case) will need to be selected.
Audible audio material in relation to classroom observation to be used in
episodes will need to be transcribed, as will interview data, both individual and
group. The following sequence is recommended:
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When

What the researcher does

Core instruments

First
visit

Collect policies, planning documents,
assessment records, overview of resources
Map of space
Observation with audio recordings and
sequence of still images
Looking at children’s work (artefacts)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
8:

Observation with sequence of still images
Looking at children’s work
Informal conversations with children
Interview with staff using digital images
(audio recording)

2: fieldnotes
3: audio recordings
4: sequence of images
5: timeline
6: individual
interviews
8: artefacts

Second
visit

Third
visit

Observation with sequence of still images
Learning walk led by child (audio recording
and still images)

Fourth
visit

Observation with sequence of still images
Group interview with children using digital
images as prompts (audio recording)

2:
3:
4:
5:
8:
9:
2:
3:
4:
5:
7:
8:

map
fieldnotes
audio recordings
photo sequences
timeline
artefacts

fieldnotes
audio recordings
sequence of images
timeline
artefacts
learning walk
fieldnotes
audio recordings
sequence of images
timeline
group interview
artefacts

Narrative Episode Record
Pedagogical Framing of Narrative Episode
Where?
When?
Who
(children)?
Who
(adults)?

Why?
With what?

Setting name
Location within setting
Date
Time
Year group / age of children
Number of children
Grouping(s)
Number of adults
Role(s) of adults
Mathematics / science
knowledge / skills / confidence
Aims and objectives
Materials and resources
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Pedagogical Interventions
Highlight reasons for selection of Narrative Episode

Content
What are
children
learning?

 science/mathematics as separate areas of knowledge or in
broader grouping
 level of detail of curriculum content
 links with other subject areas / cross-curriculum approach;
evidence of science and mathematics integration
 subject-specific requirements vs. broad core curriculum
 content across key areas of knowledge
Other

Learning
Activities
How are
children
learning?

 focus on cognitive dimension inc nature of science
 focus on social dimension; Collaboration between
children valued
Other

Pedagogy
How is
teacher
facilitating
learning? (the
synergies)

 role of play and exploration; role of play valued
 role of motivation and affect ; Efforts made to enhance
children’s attitudes in science and mathematics
 role of dialogue and collaboration; collaboration between
children valued
 role of problem solving and agency ; use of IBE/PBL,
Children’s agency encouraged
 fostering questioning and curiosity - Children’s questions
encouraged, Diverse forms of expression valued
 fostering reflection and reasoning; children’s
metacognition encouraged
 teacher scaffolding, involvement, Sensitivity to when to
guide/stand back
Other

Assessment
How is
teacher
assessing how
far children’s
learning has
progressed,
and how does
this
information
inform
planning and
develop
practice?

Assessment function/purpose
 formative
 summative
 recipient of assessment results
Assessment way/process
 strategy
 forms of evidence ; excellent assessment of process +
product, Diverse forms of assessment valued
 locus of assessment judgment – involvement of children in
peer/self assessment
Other
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Time

Observation

Notes

Coding
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CREATIVE LITTLE SCIENTISTS WP4 FIELDWORK
INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW PROTOCOL: STAFF
(CORE INSTRUMENT 6)
This instrument is designed to generate data for the following research
questions, offering staff the opportunity to reflect on teaching and learning.
RQ1 How are teaching, learning, assessment of science and mathematics in
early years in partner countries conceptualised by teachers, what role if any does
creativity play in these?
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years
science and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in
science and mathematics, how do teachers perceive their role in doing so?

The CLS interviews should be conducted shortly after a period of observation, in
a quiet, comfortable environment. Allow thirty minutes and enter the interview
with:


a relevant sequence of digital images to view either on the device that
they were captured on, or on a laptop computer, or as hard copy printouts



A4 paper and coloured pens or pencils for conceptual drawing (if using
this as a repertoire tool)



Digital voice recorder



Semi-structured interview questions

The interview should refer back to a recently-observed learning and teaching
session and should be semi-structured, enabling a discursive approach so that
teachers can also share their vision of science / mathematics / creativity / early
years more generally. [Areas that could be probed further in discussion are in
square brackets, those in bold have been identified by the Consortium as
being of especial interest].
Remind the interviewee you are thinking in particular about the learning session
recently observed, with a focus on creativity in early science and maths but that
you are interested too in how they conceive of early science,
mathematics and creativity. Reflecting on this learning session as an
example, invite them to select a sequence of digital images as a focus for
the following questions. It may also be helpful to be able to refer to their lesson
planning. If appropriate you may also draw on the digital images which you have
selected.
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DISCUSSION:
Why did you choose this image / these images?
What were the children learning?
[Why the teacher made the choices they did; science and mathematics as
separate areas of knowledge or in broader grouping; links with other subject
areas / cross-curriculum approach; extent of science and mathematics
integration; subject-specific requirements vs. broad core curriculum content]
What aspects of the lesson (if any) involved creative teaching and
learning?
["Do you remember a creative event during the lesson? Describe this." “Were
there opportunities for creativity?" "Do you think the children showed creative
learning?" “Describe some creative lessons in science / mathematics which you
have taught in the past.” “Describe some examples of creative learning in
science /mathematics from past lessons.”]
How were the children learning?
[cognitive dimension inc. nature of science; focus on social dimension;
collaboration between children]
How were you evaluating children’s learning and how does this inform
your planning?
[Assessment purpose: formative/ summative/ recipient of assessment results;
Assessment process: strategy; forms of evidence; assessment of process
+product, Diversity in assessment; locus of judgment – involvement of
children in peer/self assessment]
How were you facilitating learning? (with conceptual drawing if being used)
[role of play and exploration; role of motivation and affect;enhancing
children’s attitudes; role of dialogue and collaboration; collaboration
between children valued; role of problem solving and agency; use of
IBE/PBL; children’s agency encouraged; fostering questioning and
curiosity; Diverse forms of expression valued; fostering reflection and
reasoning; children’s metacognition encouraged; teacher scaffolding,
involvement, Sensitivity to when to guide/stand back]
Is there anything else you would like to tell me about science,
mathematics and / or creativity in the early years?
After the interview, the recording should be saved, and transferred to a filestore
specific to each partner. The recording should then be transcribed for ease of
analysis.
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CREATIVE LITTLE SCIENTISTS WP4 FIELDWORK
GROUP INTERVIEW PROTOCOL: CHILDREN
(CORE INSTRUMENT 7)
This instrument is designed to generate data for the following research
questions, offering staff the opportunity to reflect on teaching and learning.
RQ2 What approaches are used in teaching, learning, assessment of early years
science and mathematics, what role if any does creativity play in these?
RQ3 How do these approaches foster children’s learning, interest, motivation in
science and mathematics?
The goal of this interview is to gain some insight into how children perceive the
learning opportunities in which they are engaged, drawing out their experience
in relation to science, mathematics and creativity.
CLS group interviews should be conducted shortly after a period of observation,
in a quiet, comfortable environment. You will need to allow fifteen to twenty
minutes for this. NOTE in some contexts it may be appropriate for the teacher to
undertake this group interview. The interviewer will need to bring with them:


a sequence of digital images6 to view either on the device that they were
captured on, or on a laptop computer, or as hard copy print-outs



any appropriate artefacts from the observed session



A4 paper and coloured pens or pencils for conceptual drawing if being
used



Digital voice recorder



Semi-structured interview questions

The interview should refer back to a recently-observed learning and teaching
session and should be semi-structured, enabling a discursive approach around
the following core topics [note areas that could be probed in discussion in square
brackets, those in bold have been identified by the Consortium as being
of especial interest].
Using the pre-selected images remind the children that you are thinking in
particular about the learning session recently observed and that you are
interested in creativity in science and mathematics [adapting language
accordingly for very young children].

6

To include a sufficient sequence of images to be able to meaningfully discuss the engagement
represented in these. In an ideal world the images selected for the group interview with the children
might be the same as those selected for the teacher interview so as to understand different
perspectives on the same story
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Reflecting on this learning session, invite the children to select a sequence
of images for you all to think about.

DISCUSSION PROMPTED BY DIGITAL IMAGES:


Can you tell me about you were doing in these pictures? What
were you thinking about? What were you learning about? Tell me
about this picture and what was happening. Why did you choose
these pictures?

DISCUSSION (PROMPTED BY CONCEPTUAL DRAWING IF IN USE):


Who were you working with in this activity? Were you working by
yourself or with someone else? [social dimension; collaboration]



Did you make any discoveries / find out anything new in this
lesson / activity? What were you doing that was new / different /
interesting / unusual? What was special about this lesson? [play
and exploration; motivation and affect; enhancing children’s
attitudes]



How do you know how you are getting on in your learning? How
do you show your teacher what you have learned? [forms of
evidence; assessment of process +product, Diversity in
assessment; locus of judgment – involvement of children in peer/self
assessment]



How was your teacher helping you learn? Was anyone else
helping you? [eg peers, other adults]
[play and exploration; motivation and affect; enhancing children’s
attitudes; dialogue and collaboration; collaboration between children
valued; role of problem solving and agency; use of IBE/PBL;
children’s agency encouraged; fostering questioning and
curiosity; Diverse forms of expression valued; fostering reflection
and reasoning; children’s metacognition encouraged; teacher
scaffolding, involvement, Sensitivity to when to guide/stand
back]



Is there anything else you would like to tell me about your
learning [in science and mathematics?]
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APPENDIX 6: Deductive Coding Analysis
This document contains a coding list which reflects the two main foci of the
Creative Little Scientists fieldwork as shown in Figure 1 (below and p. 13).




Pedagogical interventions (or interaction) documented by observing
face to face classroom practice and listening to children’s reflection on
this, and
Pedagogical framing (or framing) documented through teachers’
reflections on classroom practice and wider information including the
teacher, classroom, school, the curriculum and assessment.

Fig 1: Pedagogic interventions in context7
The following table offers a coding structure which reflects the List of Factors
identified in WP2 and WP3 for fostering creativity in early science and
mathematics. It shows how the List of Factors relates to dimensions of
pedagogical interventions and pedagogical framing, and the sub-questions
relevant to these. The codes proposed at the far right hand of the table are thus
to be used for deductive coding of data collected during fieldwork in WP4.

7

Iram Siraj-Blatchford, Kathy Sylva, Stella Muttock, Rose Gilden and Danny Bell (2002). Researching
Effective Pedagogy in the Early Years. Department of Education and Skills Research Report RR 356.
Norwich: DfES (p24)
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Dimensions

Sub
questions

Factors important to nurturing creativity in
science and mathematics in the early years

Coding

PEDAGOGICAL
INTERVENTIONS

Learning Activities
Interaction

Pedagogy
Interaction

Assessment
Framing and
interaction

How are
children
learning?

How is teacher
facilitating
learning?

How is teacher
assessing how
far children’s
learning has
progressed,
and how does
this
information
inform
planning and
develop
practice?

Focus on cognitive dimension incl. nature of science
 Questioning
 Designing or planning investigations
 Gathering evidence (observing)
 Gathering evidence (using equipment)
 Making connections
Focus on social dimension;

Explaining evidence

Communicating explanations
 role of play and exploration; role of play valued
 role of motivation and affect ; Efforts made to
enhance children’s attitudes in science and
mathematics
 dialogue and collaboration; collab betw children
valued
 role of problem solving and agency ; use of
IBE/PBL, Children’s agency encouraged
 fostering questioning and curiosity - Children’s
questions encouraged
 Diverse forms of expression valued
 fostering reflection and reasoning; children’s
metacognition encouraged
 teacher scaffolding, , when to guide/stand back

With what are
children
learning?

LA: Ques
LA: Plan
LA: Obs
LA: Equip
LA: Connect
LA: Expl
LA: Comm




P: Play
P:Affect




P:Collab
P: Dialog




P:Agency
P:Ques




P: Express
P: R and R



P: Scaff




A:Form.
A:Summ.




A:Strat.
A:Evid.



A:Peer/self

rich physical environment for exploration Use of
physical resources thoughtful Environment
fosters creativity in science/mathematics
sufficient space
outdoor resources; out of school learning
informal learning resources
ICT and digital technologies; confident use of ICT
variety of resources
sufficient human resources
policy documents; NO reliance on commercial
schemes








M:Explor.
M: Cr
M:Space
M:Outd.
M:Inf.
M:ICT
M:Variet.
M:Human
M: Pol.

knowledge/understanding of science content
understanding about scientific inquiry
science process skills; IBSE specifically planned
capabilities to carry out scientific inquiry or
problem-based activities; use of IBE/PBL





Assessment function/purpose
 formative
 summative
 recipient of assessment results NO CODE
Assessment way/process
 strategy
 forms of evidence ; excellent assessment of
process +product, Diverse forms of assessment
valued
 locus of assessment judgment – involvement of
children in peer/self assessment


Materials and
Resources
Framing and
interaction




















PEDAGOGICAL
FRAMING
Aims and
Objectives
Framing and
interaction

Toward which
goals are the
children
learning?








AO: Kn.Sc
AO: Und. SI
AO: Sc Proc
Skills
AO: IBSE/PBL
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Location
Framing and
interaction

Where are
they learning?

Grouping
Framing and
Interaction

With whom
are they
learning?

Factors important to nurturing creativity in
science and mathematics in the early years
 social factors of science learning; collaboration
between children valued
 affective factors of science learning;efforts to
enhance children’s attitudes in science and
mathematics
 creative dispositions; creativity specifically
planned
 outdoors/indoors Recognition of out of school
learning
 formal/informal learning settings/
 small group settings
 multigrade teaching
 ability grouping
 small group settings
 number of children in class

Who is the
teacher?




Dimensions

Teacher Personal
Characteristics
Framing
Teacher General
Education and
Training
Framing

Sub
questions

Time
Framing

pedagogical competence
scientific competence
Teachers preconceptions of science and
mathematics in terms of creativity
 confidence in teaching science and mathematics
– do they feel well prepared
 ICT skills
 Views on own ITE/CPD( what/how)
Rich CPD approach (whole school)
Whole school planning + teacher agency

Content
Framing

When are
children
learning?

What are
children
learning?



sufficient time for learning science and
mathematics



Science/mathematics as separate or broader
knowledge grouping
level of detail of curriculum content
links with other subject areas / cross-curriculum
approach; evidence of science and mathematics
integration
subject-specific requirements vs. broad core
curriculum NO CODE
content across key areas of knowledge







AO: Social
AO: Affect
AO: Creative









L. Out/Indoors.
L.Formal/Infor
mal
L.grp
G:MG
G:Abil.
G:Small G
G: No.








T: Ped
T:Sci
T:Prec.
T:Confid.
T:ICT
T:Views




Sch: CPD
Sch:T Agency



Ti: Suffic.






C:Sci/M Sep
C:Detail
C: Sci/M Integ
C:CoreK

level, focus / content, professional





School factors
Framing





Gender
Age

Qualifications:

Teacher Science
and Mathematics
Knowledge, Skills
and Confidence
Framing

Coding
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APPENDIX 7: CLS WP4 Data Storage and Coding
The in depth fieldwork phase of CLS will elicit a range of data sources (as
described in Instrument Manual), many digital. Non-digital elements
(artefacts, teacher journals, conceptual drawings) relating to the
chosen three episodes for each case must be scanned to be stored
and shared digitally. Data storage will be an important issue if the
project is to draw on the rich data set gathered. Ethical and data
protection issues must be considered: electronic data should be stored
on encrypted storage systems, and a coding system should be developed
in order to ensure anonymity of settings and individuals. The UK Data
Archive has produced a guidance booklet on managing and sharing
research data (van den Eynden et al, 2011), which gives advice on these
issues. One of their recommendations for collaborative research among
several institutions is the use of a virtual research environment,
restricted to members, where data can be shared in an encrypted
workspace.
One of the strategies being adopted for confirmability is sharing findings
and analysis with partners acting as critical friends. We do not expect to
share raw data which cannot be anonymised (eg video or audio). Such
data must be stored securely by partners in a secure storage system
approved by their institution. Because of the difficulties in anonymising
audio-visual material, van den Eynden et al (2011) 8 recommend seeking
the participant’s consent to use the data as recorded. Anonymised data
relating to the three episodes per case should be stored within Moodle to
enable all partners access to it. In order to facilitate access consideration
should be given to file format and compatibility issues, such as .doc
versus .docx formats.
The table overleaf indicates where data should be stored. NOTE partners
should also keep a complete set of material in their own secure,
password protected storage system. This should be backed up regularly
and stored securely. Data which needs to be in English is indicated in
blue.

8

Van den Eynden, V., Corti, L., Woollard, M., Bishop, L., Horton, L. (2011), Managing and Sharing
rd
Data: best practice for researchers (3 Edition). Colchester: UK Data Archive, University of Essex.
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Data collected
CORE/REPERTOIRE

Storage system
Partner’s secure
storage system

Moodle

Notes/Language

Observation data for episodes
(e.g. fieldnotes, classroom map,
timeline, anonymised)



English: part relating to
episode

Interview data transcripts for
episodes: translated, anonymised



English: episode samples

CORE

Digital images of episodes9

with consent

Artefacts: digital copies relating
to episodes



NO need for English

Other interview audio data



NO need for English

Other interview transcripts



NO need for English

Other digital images10



Other artefacts (digital copies)



NO need for English

REPERTOIRE
Teacher journals for episode:
translation of text, anonymised



English: episode samples

Fibonacci tool for episode



English

Involvement scale for episode



English

Reggio documentation for episode



English

Video data – transcripts for
episodes: translated, anonymised



English: episode samples

Conceptual drawing for episode



English: from transcript

Video data – video for episode



Other teacher journal material



NO need for English

Other Fibonacci tool material



NO need for English

Other Involvement scale data



NO need for English

Other Reggio documentation



NO need for English

Other video data



NO need for English

Other video transcripts



NO need for English

Other conceptual drawings
(scanned)



NO need for English
associated with transcript

9

Consent for use of anonymised images will include public and also analytic use. Images stored in Moodle cannot be used for any external
purposes unless consent has been given for them thus it is important that each partner indicates what consent has been given for each.
10 See footnote 6.
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Van den Eynden et al (2011) emphasise the importance of developing a
systematic naming system for files and folders. They recommend using
names that embed data level descriptors in the name but they warn
against overly long names and the inclusion of spaces.
All data stored in Moodle (i.e. related to the narrative episodes) must be
labelled using the CLS coding system, numbering each SITE and using a
pseudonym for each CASE. There are two levels of systematic naming of
data: NARRATIVE EPISODE FOLDERS and DATA AND ANALYSIS FILES.
Narrative Episode folders
Each NARRATIVE EPISODE will have its own FOLDER, labelled using the
following system.
CountrySiteNumberTeacherPseudonym_Setting_EpisodeTitle
EN1Ruth_Pre_WormLength
EN1Marcos_Sch_WormDiet

Those example episode folders would be:
England, school 1, Ruth (teacher pseudonym), preschool, episode about
the length of worms
England, school 1, Marcos (teacher pseudonym), school, episode about
the diet of worms
Data and analysis files
Within each episode folder will be data files and analysis files.
Data FILES directly related to the narrative episodes are to be labelled
using the following system. The geographical information is grouped
together at the beginning. Alphabetically ordering files would put all the
episodes from one case together. The setting is easily identified so we
can spot Preschool versus School quickly. The descriptive title gives a bit
more information to distinguish different worm related episodes.
CountrySiteNumberPseudonym_Setting_Instrument_date_EpisodeTitle
EN1Ruth_Pre_Int_140113_WormLength
EN1Marcos_Sch_LearnWalk_140113_WormDiet
EN2Lotte_Pre_ConcDraw_260213_Triangles
EN2Manfred_Pre_GpInt_260213_Baking
EN2Manfred_Pre_FieldN_260213_Baking
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The abbreviations to represent research instruments are as follows11
Map: Map
Fieldnotes: FieldN
Audio: Aud
Interview: Int
Group Interview: GpInt
Artefact: Art
Learning Walk: LearnWalk
Group Interview: GpInt
Teacher Journals: TeachJ
Fibonacci: Fibo
Reggio Documentation: ReggDoc
Conceptual Drawing: ConcDraw
Video: Vid

Photographs need a different system because there will be many for the
same day and episode. The system proposed is descriptive title +
sequence number, followed by date and episode.
EN1Ruth_Pre_Image_Measuring1_140113_WormLength
EN1Ruth_Pre_Image_Measuring2_140113_WormLength
EN1Ruth_Pre_Image_Measuring3_140113_WormLength
EN1Ruth_Pre_Image_Measuring4_140113_WormLength
EN1Ruth_Pre_Image_WormTouch1_140113_WormLength

As indicated above, in each episode folder, as well as the data files will be
the text-based summary analysis file which brings together the
analysis of this data for the episode. In this case the date would be the
date of writing. The episode folder may contain several versions of the
summary analysis file with different dates the document is drafted,
revised and edited. Once the drafting and revision processes are
complete the final version should be marked FINAL.
EN1Ruth_Pre__Narrative_WormLength_230113
EN1Ruth_Pre__Narrative_WormLength_040213
EN1Ruth_Pre__Narrative_WormLength_120213
EN1Ruth_Pre__Narrative_WormLength_150213FINAL

As a further measure, each partner should maintain an overall table of
data documentation that lists the data associated with each narrative
episode as shown overleaf.

11

Timeline is not included as it is embedded within the fieldnotes
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Data

Format

Location

EN1Ruth_Pre_Int_140113_WormLength

.doc

Moodle

EN1Ruth_Pre_LearnWalk_140113_WormLength

.doc

Moodle

EN1Ruth_Pre_FieldN_140113_WormLength

.doc

Moodle

EN1Ruth_Pre_Image_Measuring2_140113_WormL
ength

.tif

BG

EN1Ruth_Pre_Image_Measuring4_140113_WormL
ength

.tif

BG

EN1Ruth_Pre_Image_WormTouch1_140113_Worm
Length

.tif

Moodle

Example Table: summary of data stored for each narrative episode
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APPENDIX 8: Quality and Consistency Mechanisms
As indicated throughout this document, a number of mechanisms have
been put in place to ensure high quality and consistency of the
methodology used in this project. These are summarised below.
1. Development of methodology during London workshop,
attended by all partners:
a. Training session to agree over-arching approaches
b. Sensitising to observation potential at London Science Museum
in small groups
c. Training in methods: core instrument use in Teams (see 2)
d. Team testing and moderating of core instruments in field site
2. Application of methods by all partners after London
workshop:
a. All partners organised into four teams: A, B, C, D which will
meet by Skype regularly from January 2012 to review use of
data collection methods as well as data analysis (see 4 below).
b. All team leaders for A, B, C, D will meet by Skype regularly to
consider emerging issues and evolve consistent responses
across the Consortium.
3. Development of analytic approach during London training,
attended by all partners (undertaken in Teams A, B, C, D):
a. Training session to agree principles for collating evidence and
identifying narrative episodes for analysis
b. Training session to agree principles in both deductive and
inductive analysis to ensure consistency in approach
c. Triangulation of analysis within teams and discussion across
consortium
4. Application of analysis by all partners after London
workshop:
a. Skype meetings pre-arranged by all Teams from January (each
Team to hold a minimum of three), for comparison of data, and
of analysis
b. Efforts made to ensure expertise in early science, mathematics
and creativity is drawn in to each Team’s triangulation
discussions through participation in pre-Skype preparations
and, where possible, in Skype meetings
5. Production of comprehensive methodology (this document
D4.1, a public artefact and also D4.2, summary of the meeting, for
Consortium use only), available to all partners. This includes
agreed protocol for storage and labelling of data.
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